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Foreword

Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986 was introduced to enable the police to deal with various forms of offensive behaviour which cause alarm to members of the public. In 1990, the Home Office completed a review of the Act, which included a small-scale Research and Planning Unit study in two police forces of certain of its provisions. This pointed to extensive use of section 5 in some areas and noted that arrests were sometimes made where the police, rather than vulnerable members of the public, were the victims.

In view of these findings, it was decided to mount a more detailed study of police use of section 5 in a wider range of areas. Six forces participated in the study and nearly 900 cases involving section 5 arrests were analysed. Researchers also accompanied and interviewed police involved in public order duties. The results of the research, which are contained in this report, have important implications for the way in which the police deal with rowdy and alarming behaviour that causes distress to members of the public.

Readers should be forewarned that some of the case studies included in the report contain offensive language. The words used are drawn from police case summaries. It was felt that to paraphrase or cut out the words which were a key element of section 5 offences would rob the case studies of much of their impact. In particular, the reader would fail to appreciate fully the kind of abuse which is directed not only at members of the public but also at the police in the course of their everyday duties.

ROGER TARLING
Head of the Research and Planning Unit

August 1994
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Summary

Following a Government review of public order law, the Public Order Act 1986 introduced a structured series of offences to deal with disorder at all levels. At the lower end of the range, section 5 covers various forms of offensive conduct likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress to vulnerable members of society.

A Home Office review of the Public Order Act, conducted after the Act had been in effect for some while, pointed to the frequency with which the police used the section 5 provision. An associated study by the Home Office Research and Planning Unit (Newburn et al, 1990) raised certain concerns: there was evidence that the section was sometimes used where the police rather than vulnerable members of the public were the victims; and its use in a wide variety of situations prompted concern that the provision might fall into disrepute in the way that the former 'sus' laws had done by their disproportionate use against ethnic minorities. The present study was undertaken in the light of these concerns and examined the operation of section 5 in a wider range of police areas than had been possible in the earlier research.

The main findings are:

* Generally, extensive and increasing use is made by the police of the section 5 offence; other methods of dealing with offensive conduct - particularly arrests for drunk and disorderly behaviour - show a decline in use. However, there is considerable variation between forces in the choice of provisions used to deal with low-level disorder.

* Section 5 offences were most often characterised by abusive and threatening behaviour, the majority of which was directed at the police, or police and members of the public jointly. Significant minorities of incidents involved violence - again often directed at the police - or generally disorderly behaviour with no apparent focus. Section 5 was also sometimes used to deal with disorder associated with licensed premises and football grounds, and with domestic disputes and indecency.

* The principal variations between police areas in the use of section 5 concerned the level of use where the police were the targets of offensive conduct or where violence was involved, and the relationship with other public order provisions.

* Incidents tended to occur particularly frequently at specific locations and times of day, with arrests predominantly being made in the late evening and early morning at the weekend in city centres.
In nearly half of incidents alcohol was known to have been implicated. Nearly two-thirds of suspects were aged 24 or under, 40 per cent were unemployed and two-thirds had prior criminal records.

There was some evidence that Afro-Caribbeans were over-represented among those arrested and proceeded against for section 5 offences, although further work is required to explore this issue further. Incidents leading to the arrest of Afro-Caribbeans involved abuse or threats directed at the police far more frequently than was the case for white suspects. The greater likelihood that Afro-Caribbeans will be stopped by the police and the greater potential for friction in police encounters with black people may account for differences between Afro-Caribbean and other suspects.

In more than a tenth of cases, the police were the sole victims of offensive behaviour. Police officers interviewed supported the use of section 5 to deal with such incidents. In some cases, the abuse or violence directed at the police was relatively serious. More often, it was for consideration whether the misbehaviour would have caused a police officer alarm or distress; arrests may have been made to secure respect for the police.

Proceedings against section 5 suspects were usually begun by arrest and charge; only a small minority of suspects were summoned or cautioned. Few of those arrested were released without charge, probably because the evidence of the arresting officer was generally accepted by custody officers.

Nearly 20 per cent of cases proceeded with ended in bind-overs without finding of guilt. The great majority of cases proceeding to a hearing resulted in a finding of guilt. Three-quarters of those found guilty were fined, but a fifth were given nominal penalties.

In conclusion, the report raises questions about the extent of police intervention in incidents of low-level disorder and whether it is always appropriate to use section 5 to make arrests. First, although the behaviour leading to section 5 arrests is often genuinely offensive judged by any standard, it is for consideration whether in some cases the conduct described is serious enough to cause real offence to those members of the public present or the police themselves. Secondly, while there are obvious difficulties in reviewing police decisions after the event, there are grounds for querying whether arrest or use of section 5 was always the right course of action. If, on the one hand, the object of arrest was to instil respect for the police, it is doubtful if this was achieved. If, on the other hand, the aim was simply to remove disorderly persons from the streets, the report queries whether it was necessary to use section 5 as the mechanism.
The report suggests that the police may sometimes need to be more circumspect in becoming involved in situations which are liable to lead to challenges to their authority and where it is reasonably foreseeable that the outcome will be the arrest of those issuing the challenge. There is a danger that undiscriminating use of section 5 may bring it into disrepute. The section 5 provision will be more efficacious if it is reserved for precisely those cases for which it is intended: those in which vulnerable members of the public are genuinely likely to, or do, suffer from offensive behaviour.
1 Introduction

The problem of 'low-level' disorder

For many people, public disorder conjures up an image of riots and large-scale disturbances. Indeed, in recent years, much of the attention paid to issues of public order has been prompted by major outbreaks of disorder. The Government's most recent review of public order law was prompted by the Southall disturbances in 1979. In the period leading up to the passing of the Public Order Act 1986, which set the current legal framework, other major outbreaks of disorder in the form of the Brixton riots in 1981 and the miners' dispute of 1984-5 acted as further catalysts for legislative change.

Major disturbances are in fact relatively rare events. Much more common is disorder of a relatively minor nature, which directly touches far more people. Behaviour that might loosely be termed 'hooliganism' is a fact of life for many people who have to suffer its consequences. From time to time, particular aspects of this problem have attracted public attention. In 1988, for example, the phenomenon of 'rural' or 'non-metropolitan' disorder associated with alcohol consumption was the subject of considerable publicity (Tuck, 1989). Less well publicised, but of no less concern, have been public fears about various forms of offensive behaviour, expressed at meetings of local police consultative committees (Home Office, 1985).

While acknowledging that such behaviour is unacceptable, the problem for the Government has been one of how best to mark that disapproval. The conduct in question lies at the margins of the criminal law. There is a need for care in drawing up legislation which catches only that behaviour which is deserving of criminal sanctions if arguments about infringement of civil liberties are to be avoided.

A Government White Paper, issued in 1985, went over the ground (Home Office, ibid). It was accepted that the law as it stood was inadequate to deal with "minor acts of hooliganism". There were various statutory or common law provisions upon which the police could draw but each had drawbacks. Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1936, for example, dealt with conduct which was threatening or insulting to people in a way which was intended or likely to occasion a breach of the peace. This provision was considered to be aimed at rather more serious misbehaviour than minor acts of rowdiness which alarm or distress members of the public and the police were wary of being accused of over-reaction if they used it too readily. The offence which the White Paper proposed to replace the old section 5 and which now forms section 4 of the new Act (fear or provocation of violence), was also subject to this limitation.

The offence of being drunk and disorderly may cover the type of mischief that is
alarming to the public but is only relevant where the offender can be shown to be drunk. Arrest for breach of the peace may provide some relief, but only partially because no immediate penalty may be imposed. The White Paper therefore proposed a new offence, designed to catch various forms of low-level disorder which are nonetheless disturbing to members of the public. The key elements suggested were threatening, abusive, insulting or disorderly words or behaviour in a public place which causes substantial alarm, harassment or distress. With some modifications, these proposals are reflected in the offence created by section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986.

Section 5 of the Public Order Act 1986

A person is guilty of an offence under section 5(1):

"if he - (a) uses threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour, or disorderly behaviour ..... within the hearing or sight of a person likely to be caused harassment, alarm or distress thereby".

The section also covers "..... any writing, sign or other visible representation which is threatening, abusive or insulting .....". ¹

A number of points are of note about the offence. First, the conduct in question need not be directed at any particular victim and there is no requirement that a person should actually have experienced harassment, alarm or distress. It is sufficient for a police officer to show that there was a person present who was likely to suffer these sensations. There is no requirement for a victim to give evidence of these feelings in court. The wording of the section is designed to protect vulnerable groups who might be unwilling to appear in court to give evidence for fear of reprisals. In these respects the legislation differs from the White Paper, which proposed not only that a person should actually be offended by the conduct in question but that the degree of offence should be substantial. There were fears otherwise of objections to over-wide extension of the criminal law to conduct that did not justify sanctions. Secondly, section 5 does not preclude the possibility that a police officer may be the victim of the offensive conduct covered by the section. As Smith (1987) has noted, it may be more difficult to alarm a police officer than the vulnerable persons whom the offence was designed to protect, but there is no reason to doubt that he or she may also experience harassment and distress. This point of view was confirmed in the case of D.P.P. v. Onum.² Lastly, the offence cannot be committed where both offender and victim are within a private dwelling or dwellings.

Background to the present study

In 1989 the Home Office began a review of the 1986 Public Order Act. The review included an examination of the summary offences created by sections 4 and 5. Of particular interest was a rise of 70 per cent in prosecutions for summary public order offences since the introduction of the Act. This raised the question of whether there had been a real rise in disorder or whether the rise represented changes in police practice regarding the charges used to deal with public order offences. As part of the review, the

¹ For fuller accounts see Smith (1987) and Thornton (1987).
INTRODUCTION

Home Office Research and Planning Unit undertook an exploratory study of the use of sections 2 to 5 of the Act.

The research suggested that the increase in prosecutions for sections 4 and 5 offences was partly explained by increased use of these provisions in preference to the offence of drunk and disorderly and arrest for common law breach of the peace and, additionally in London, to offences under the Metropolitan Police Act 1839 (Newburn et al., 1990; 1991). The research also suggested that there had been a net-widening effect and that some forms of low-level disorder were for the first time being drawn within the ambit of the criminal law. One by-product of the new summary offences was that the police were able more easily to intervene where they themselves were the victims of offensive conduct or where the victim was a hypothetical one. The report also pointed to differences between stations in the level and type of use of the new summary offences.

The conclusions of the report were tentative because the study was essentially exploratory and confined to just two police forces (the Metropolitan and Thames Valley). However, they raised a number of questions about the use of the summary public order offences, and particularly section 5. One issue concerned the employment of section 5 where the police themselves were the victims. This consequence had not been anticipated when the legislation was passed: section 5 was primarily designed to protect the more vulnerable members of society. Nonetheless, the research found that in around a third of incidents leading to section 5 arrests the police were the sole victims. It was of concern to establish whether this pattern was replicated in other forces.

Another issue related to the wide variety of situations in which section 5 was apparently used. The implication of the research was that section 5 was at times employed as a kind of 'catch-all' offence which was easy to use because of the relative ease of proof. It was also popular because it frequently led to the offender being put before the court rather than cautioned or released. The situations in which arrests were made ranged from ones differing little in substance from drunk and disorderly to domestic disputes and cases of indecency. At an early stage, one commentator had drawn attention to the scope for injudicious policing that the breadth of the wording of section 5 allowed (Smith, 1987). A particular fear was that the section might be brought into dispute in the same way that the 'sus' laws had been by their disproportionate use against ethnic minorities. The range of use of section 5 and the extent to which members of ethnic minority groups featured as defendants were therefore points which were felt to deserve further consideration.

The present study

The study described in this report was undertaken with the issues raised above in mind. Its aim was to obtain information about the extent and nature of use of section 5 of the Public Order Act on a wider-ranging basis than had been possible in the earlier exploratory study. Six forces (Metropolitan, Durham, Avon and Somerset, Merseyside, Humberside, and Derbyshire) took part in the study, and data were collected from a total of eleven stations.\(^3\) The forces were selected on the basis of statistical data about the level

---

\(^3\) Fourteen stations in seven forces were originally included. However, practical difficulties in retrieving data meant that one force and three stations were eventually excluded from the study.
of proceedings for public order offences. They included ones with high, medium and low
takes off the levels of proceedings for summary offences. The stations fell into two categories: city
centre, where the public order problem was typically one of late evening and weekend
disorder, closely associated with alcohol consumption; and inner-city, where there was a
more varied range of public order problems.

Three types of data were collected. Documentary data about incidents leading to section
5 arrests during 1990 were extracted from case files. The information collected included:
time and place of incident; number of persons involved; details of victims and offenders;
whether alcohol was implicated; the nature of the incident; and details of court
proceedings or other outcomes. In addition, outline data about all public order arrests
during three months of 1990 (March, July and November) were collected from custody
records. The aim was to obtain a wider picture of the extent of disorder in each area, as
well as to identify cases in which those arrested were released without any further action.

Interviews were conducted with a range of officers at each station. They were asked
about the circumstances in which they would make section 5 arrests, about the factors
which governed their arrest decisions, and how section 5 cases were distinguishable from
other public order offences.

Observation of policing in each area was carried out during peak times at which disorder
could be expected to occur. Researchers accompanied patrol officers and incident vans
for a minimum of one Friday and one Saturday night shift at each station. The aim was to
acquire a first-hand appreciation of the nature of the different public order problems
confronting the police.

Structure of this report

The next chapter presents data about the extent of use of section 5, both nationally and in
the research forces. Chapter 3 classifies the kinds of situation in which section 5 arrests
were made and in Chapter 4 details are provided about the context of section 5 arrests, the
offenders (including some data on ethnicity) and the victims. Chapter 5 looks in more
detail at the issue of police as victims in section 5 cases. Proceedings for section 5
offences are considered in Chapter 6. A concluding chapter draws out the implications of
the findings.
2 Statistics on the use of Section 5

This chapter provides some information about the extent to which section 5 of the Public Order Act is used by the police, both nationally and in the research areas. Obtaining such information is subject to a number of difficulties. One is that data about the number of arrests made for section 5 offences are not routinely collected. Another is that such offences are not notifiable and there is no obligation on police forces to forward totals of recorded offences to the Home Office. However, data are collected centrally about proceedings and cautions for section 5 offences, and some information about arrests was specially collected for the present study.

Proceedings and cautions for public order offences

National data

Statistics of the number of persons proceeded against or cautioned are collected by Home Office Statistical Department. These figures somewhat underestimate the extent to which section 5 is used, since a proportion of those arrested are not proceeded against or cautioned. However, the present study suggests that only a relatively small number of those arrested under this section are not in fact proceeded against or cautioned - probably around 5 per cent - and the proceedings and cautions data therefore give a reasonably reliable indication of the extent to which section 5 is used.

Table 2.1 provides information about the number of persons proceeded against or cautioned for section 5 offences in recent years. By way of comparison, figures for offences under section 4 of the Public Order Act and section 91 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 (drunk and disorderly) are also given. These offences cover behaviour that is often very similar in kind to that dealt with under section 5, and their inclusion provides a useful indication of the relative popularity of the section 5 offence.

The Table shows that section 5 is used to a considerable extent in comparison with the other two offences. It is perhaps unsurprising that it should be used more than section 4 because the latter provision was aimed at more serious misconduct (fear or provocation of violence), which might also be expected to be less common.

The relationship between use of section 5 and drunk and disorderly is perhaps of more interest. While there has been a rise in the number of persons dealt with for section 5 offences, there has been a corresponding decline in the figures for drunk and disorderly. This may suggest an element of substitution (an issue considered further later in this report). One reason why this may have occurred is suggested by the Table, and that is that section 5 offenders are far less often cautioned than those arrested for drunk and
disorderly. Police officers may be choosing section 5 more frequently where they wish to mark conduct as more serious and put the offender before the court.

Table 2.1: Proceedings and cautions for offences under sections 4 and 5 POA and for drunk and disorderly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S5 POA: Proceeded against</td>
<td>32,492</td>
<td>37,358</td>
<td>36,626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cautioned</td>
<td>3,373</td>
<td>3,958</td>
<td>4,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35,865</td>
<td>41,316</td>
<td>41,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 POA: Proceeded against</td>
<td>21,877</td>
<td>22,927</td>
<td>21,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cautioned</td>
<td>1,204</td>
<td>1,412</td>
<td>1,457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23,081</td>
<td>24,339</td>
<td>22,527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D&amp;D: Proceeded against</td>
<td>42,945</td>
<td>41,670</td>
<td>37,388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cautioned</td>
<td>15,170</td>
<td>13,769</td>
<td>14,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58,115</td>
<td>55,439</td>
<td>51,432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
1. Data supplied by Home Office Statistical Department.
2. Figures are for all police force areas in England and Wales.
3. Numbers cautioned for ss.4 and 5 offences in 1988 are estimates from aggregated data for all summary public order offences.

The research forces

The pattern described is by no means similar for all police forces. Indeed, variation in the relative use of different public order offences was a key criterion in selecting forces for inclusion in the study. In Table 2.2 details are given of proceedings for sections 4 and 5 Public Order Act offences and drunk and disorderly in the six research forces.¹ On average, just under 40 per cent of proceedings nationally for these offences are for section 5 offences. Three forces - Avon and Somerset, Derbyshire and the Metropolitan - conformed to this pattern. However, the first two also had high levels of proceedings for section 4 offences and far lower than average figures for drunk and disorderly offences. The reasons for these and other variations are discussed in more depth later in the report; for the present, it may tentatively be suggested that this pattern points to some siphoning away of drunk and disorderly offences into section 5 offences. At the same time, there may have been a greater preparedness to use section 4 where, elsewhere, a section 5 offence might have been preferred.

¹ Data on cautioning for public order offences were not available for each force.
STATISTICS ON THE USE OF SECTION 5

Table 2.2: Proceedings for sections 4 and 5 Public Order Act 1986 and drunk and disorderly in six police areas during 1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force area</th>
<th>$5 POA Persons proceeded against</th>
<th>D&amp;D Persons proceeded against</th>
<th>$4 POA Persons proceeded against</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humberside</td>
<td>1445 67</td>
<td>271 13</td>
<td>425 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>960 55</td>
<td>391 23</td>
<td>384 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avon &amp; Somerset</td>
<td>782 43</td>
<td>306 16</td>
<td>750 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derbyshire</td>
<td>439 42</td>
<td>172 17</td>
<td>431 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan</td>
<td>5800 40</td>
<td>5560 39</td>
<td>2978 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merseyside</td>
<td>1072 20</td>
<td>4125 75</td>
<td>273 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All forces</td>
<td>36,626 39</td>
<td>37,388 39</td>
<td>21,060 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE:
1. Data supplied by Home Office Statistical Department.

In two forces - Humberside and Durham - the high proportion of section 5 and low level of drunk and disorderly proceedings, with an average level of section 4 cases, suggests a straightforward preference for the section 5 offence over drunk and disorderly. In Merseyside, on the other hand, the very low level of proceedings for Public Order Act offences and overwhelming use of drunk and disorderly implies that, for whatever reason, use of the new provisions has not found favour.

It might be expected that the function of the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in reviewing cases (see Chapter 6) would have led to greater consistency between forces in the use of minor public order charges. However, particularly in relation to section 5 and drunk and disorderly offences, there may be a very real overlap between the kinds of behaviour which they cover. There may be limited scope to vary the charge on the basis that the evidence points squarely at one rather than the other offence.

Arrests for section 5 offences

Data on the number of arrests for section 5 and other public order offences were collected at each of the eleven stations taking part in the research. One aim in doing so was to see how section 5 slotted into the more general picture of public order policing in each area. Defining 'public order' arrests in fairly broad terms to include assault, drunkenness offences (i.e. drunk and disorderly or drunk and incapable), breach of the peace, as well as other provisions of the Public Order Act (i.e. sections 1 to 4), it was found that the relative contribution of section 5 offences varied considerably (see Table 2.3).

At Bristol Central as little as 5 per cent of public order arrests were for section 5 offences (assault was the predominant category). At the other end of the scale, around a quarter of
arrests were for section 5 offences at Durham, Darlington and Huyton, and over one-third at Hull Central. Numerically, the largest user of section 5 was Vine Street in the Metropolitan, where over 100 arrests were made during a three month period. It is clear, therefore, that police in some areas are placing heavy reliance on this provision in public order situations. Elsewhere, its use is relatively neglected in favour of pre-existing legislation. Reasons underlying these variations are discussed later in the report.

Table 2.3: Public order arrests at eleven police stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Police Station</th>
<th>Section 5 arrests</th>
<th>Other PO arrests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull Central</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyton</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine Street</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadbury Road</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsby</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammersmith</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Central</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>417</strong></td>
<td><strong>15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Classification of offensive conduct

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a broad indication of the different circumstances in which section 5 of the Public Order Act is used by the police and how this varies between areas. Information about incidents was drawn from police reports of offences. In interpreting these, several points need to be kept in mind. First, it is difficult for offence reports always to convey adequately the flavour of what occurred. The way things are said, rather than what is said, may be all important. So, too, may be the demeanour of the suspect. The circumstances - for example, whether the officer was alone, whether it was late at night, whether there was a fear that others might come to the offender’s aid - may combine to make the situation more alarming than appears on paper. Secondly, the test of whether an offence has occurred is a subjective one; individual officers’ assessments of the offensiveness of particular actions and their likely impact may vary considerably.

Thirdly, the accounts of events given in written reports need sometimes to be treated with a degree of caution. It is perhaps no coincidence that the type and quantity of obscene language used by suspects are often remarkably similar between cases. Police reports often quote language allegedly used at the time of the offence. However, it seems unlikely that in public order situations that are often heated and confused officers would always remember what was said accurately. Informal conversations with officers suggested that quotes were sometimes included in case summaries to satisfy Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) requirements about the seriousness of the incident. The more cynical suggested that the CPS would require a specific number of ‘four letter words’ and these were therefore supplied. It is not intended to suggest that accounts were fabrications. They may indeed have reflected the general flavour of the incident, but it is doubtful whether they can always be relied upon as a record of what was actually said or to gauge the precise seriousness of the offence.

Key elements of section 5 offences

Incidents were categorised according to their key features into a number of groups which are described below. Table 3.1 contains details of the number of cases falling into each group.

Abuse and threats

By far the largest proportion of section 5 offences were characterised by various forms of abuse and threats. Nearly half of all incidents were defined in this way. A notable feature was that in only a minority of these cases were abuse or threats aimed principally at members of the public (although they might well be offended too). In more than half the police alone were the targets of abuse. These statistics are an important indication of
police officers' preparedness to use section 5 where they themselves are subject to abuse.\textsuperscript{1} However, section 5 was introduced ostensibly as a means of protecting vulnerable members of the public who are alarmed by rowdy behaviour.

Table 3.1: Key elements of section 5 offences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of incident</th>
<th>No. cases</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abusive/threatening behaviour directed at</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- police</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- public</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- police &amp; public</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>directed at</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- police</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- public</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- police &amp; public</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-total</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorderly behaviour</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pub/food outlet disorder</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecency</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic dispute</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football related</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some examples are given below of the kind of behaviour which was classified under this heading, firstly where members of the public were at the receiving end.

Durham, case 104: the first victim of this incident saw the suspect's dog foul the front of her house and remonstrated with him. He was then abusive. The victim's son (the second victim) asked him to stop swearing at his mother, which led to further abuse and threats before he walked off. Fifteen minutes later, the suspect returned to the house, banged on the door and shouted: "send him out, I'm ready for him". A further altercation followed, ending with the suspect spitting at the second victim. He then left and was arrested shortly afterwards.

Incidents in which the police were the prime targets of abuse or threats divide into those where the suspect's behaviour was not apparently sparked off by any particular event (anti-police attitudes, drunkenness or mental disorder appear to be the main explanations of such incidents) and those where there was some precipitating factor. It is striking how

\textsuperscript{1} It should be noted that the classification of incidents does not reflect the total amount of police victimisation but indicates the proportion of cases in which offensive conduct directed at the police was the main distinguishing feature of the case. Chapter 5 provides a fuller account of victimisation of police officers.
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frequently there appeared to be no immediate proximate cause for public hostility towards the police and how many incidents fell into the first of these categories. The two cases below illustrate, respectively, the former and latter types of situation.

Vine Street, case 78: two WPCs were on patrol when the suspect approached them, shouting: "fucking slag", and then walked off. They followed him and when they caught up he said: "what do you fucking want? Don't fucking speak to me, I've got no respect for the police". He was warned about his language and he replied: "you lot at Vine Street are so fucking corrupt. Where's that slag [names a WPC]". He was warned again, but replied with further taunts of "fuck off slags" etc., and was arrested.

Hammersmith, case 129: a group of up to 20 black people had gathered at the police station, protesting about arrests of black people recently made in the area. Most were cleared from the front office but a few, including the suspect, would not move. When asked to move he shouted: "fuck off. I'm not moving till we get justice". He was asked to move again, but waved his fist at the police and continued to tell them to "fuck off" and shouted "you're not fucking nicking me". He was then arrested.

Use of violence
The wording of section 5 does not contemplate that the provision should be used in cases where the conduct in question goes beyond threats, abuse or insults and is actually violent. Violent conduct may be more appropriately dealt with by other provisions of the Public Order Act (particularly section 3: affray) or by means of assault charges. However, in a sizeable minority of section 5 cases (13 per cent), violence of some degree essentially characterised the incident. Section 5 may have been used in these circumstances for several reasons. The violence may have been minor, and considered insufficient to justify assault or affray charges. Some victims may have been unprepared to press charges, either because no injury was caused or because they knew the offender. In some cases, assault charges may have been inapposite because there was no separable aggressor and victim.

In roughly a third of violence cases (32 in all), individuals were arrested for both section 5 and assault. And in a total of 11 cases, those arrested for section 5 were detained alongside other suspects arrested on assault charges in relation to the same incident.

Cases marked out by use of violence were separable into three groups. The first, amounting to just under a half of violence cases or 6 per cent of all cases, consisted of cases in which the violence was primarily between the suspect and another member of the public. The police accounts of the majority of such incidents suggest that the parties involved knew each other or were linked in some way, although often this is implicit rather than stated. Gratuitous violence between apparent strangers, as in the example given below, was less common. Section 5 appears to have been used because the victim declined to make a complaint.

Darlington, case 8: the suspect, who was apparently drunk, was seen in the street shouting at passing women: "slags, prostitutes, whores .... you're all
He was warned by a police officer and he moved off. He was then seen to say something to a woman, grab her by the arm and punch her in the face. He was then arrested.

The next case illustrates police use of section 5 where aggressor and victim are indistinguishable. The police came upon what appeared to be a general mêlée. The circumstances did not allow them to go into the 'rights and wrongs' on the spot, and most of the participants were arrested under section 5. The details which later emerged did not change the police view that section 5 was the most appropriate charge.

Bristol Central, case 301: the incident began with an argument outside a public house between the first suspect and his girlfriend, which led to him pushing her so that she fell on to the ground. Four youths, comprising the other three suspects, plus one other person, emerged from the pub, and set upon the first suspect. At this point the police came upon the scene and arrested four of the participants.

Whether there is an identifiable victim of violent behaviour or one willing to stand as a witness may be irrelevant for the purposes of substantiating section 5 charges if there are members of the public around who are likely to be alarmed or distressed. However, police accounts do not always state whether persons other than those involved in the incident were in the vicinity.

The second group of cases - over 40 per cent of violence cases or 5 per cent of all cases were those in which violent conduct was apparently aimed at the police. Generally, violence occurred where the police intervened to enforce the law or restore order where some form of disturbance was in progress on their arrival. Section 5 may sometimes have been used, rather than assault charges, where the violence was relatively minor, as in the example below, or where damage was only caused to police property.

Huyton, case 142: following a report of intruders in a derelict flat, the police attended and asked a number of youths who were present to leave. They became abusive and refused to leave and further officers attended. All except the suspect then left. A WPC approached him and a scuffle broke out. He was eventually restrained with handcuffs and arrested.

Where violence towards the police was involved, it was fairly common for both section 5 and assault charges to be laid, either against the same individual or different participants. Indeed, nearly 40 per cent of this sub-group of cases involved section 5 and assault charges. The following is one example, involving fairly large-scale disorder and leading to three arrests.

Huyton, case 19: the police had just carried out an arrest when a crowd of up to 40 people converged upon their vehicle, shouting and swearing at the officers. They attempted to open the van doors to release the prisoner. The first suspect, who appeared to be drunk, shouted: "that's my fucking nephew you twats have got in the car". He was warned to stop being abusive. He did not desist but became violent, striking the officer, and a struggle ensued.
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During the course of this, he bit the officer on the arm. The second suspect then ran at the officers and shouted: "leave him alone you bastards or I'll fucking have you". He was warned to desist but he continued to be abusive. A third suspect then joined in the struggle, shouting: "there's not enough of you, you're all fucking dead". The first suspect was charged with ABH and drunk and disorderly, and the second and third suspects were charged with section 5 offences and obstruction.

Lastly, there was a small group of cases - 2 per cent of all cases - in which violence, initially between members of the public, was turned on the police when they intervened. An example is given below:

Durham case 136: the police were called to a disturbance in the city centre. The suspect was seen chasing another youth and throwing punches at him. A PC caught hold of the suspect who said: "fuck off, I'm going to kill the cunt". He struggled violently with the officer and they both fell to the ground. He was brought under control and warned that he would be arrested if he persisted. He continued with his threats to the other youth and was arrested. The police report notes that "about 20 to 30 people, including women, were around and observed what occurred".

Disorderly behaviour
Section 5 may encompass generally rowdy or disturbing behaviour that is liable to alarm members of the public, even though no specific threats or abuse are involved nor any violence. Thirteen per cent of incidents in the sample were so categorised. In two-thirds of these, the misconduct was akin to behaviour that could equally be termed 'drunk and disorderly' (the dividing line between section 5 offences and drunk and disorderly is variably drawn), while, in the remainder, there was no suggestion that the rowdy behaviour was influenced by drink. The first two examples given below fall into the first of these categories; in the third, drink was not involved.

Grimsby, case 96: the suspect, while apparently drunk, was observed trying to gain entry to an old peoples' home, claiming he wanted a glass of water. He was accompanied by a mongrel dog. Female staff and residents were frightened by his behaviour. He was subsequently found lying face down on the ground outside the home in the pouring rain. He was arrested.

Durham, case 38: the police were called to a large disturbance in the street, involving around 40 people at pub closing time on a Thursday night. The disturbance ceased when the police arrived and the crowd began to disperse. The suspect was seen shouting and was advised to refrain and go home. He refused and carried on shouting and was again advised to go home. He said to friends of his who were nearby: "take his fucking number, he can't tell anybody where to go". He was then arrested. Several local people had come out into the street because of the disturbance.

Hayton, case 29: the police were called to a college, where four males were creating a disturbance in the canteen and refusing to leave. When the police arrived, the men got up to go. One left a coat on a chair and one of the
officers picked it up and asked whose it was. One of the youths turned and snatched it from him, saying: "it's not fucking yours, just give it to us". He was told to stop swearing but continued to do so. He refused to relinquish the coat and said: "you can't fucking search that". He was then arrested.

Indecency
One rather specific use of section 5 is in relation to some forms of indecent behaviour. These may be taken to fall within the category of 'insulting behaviour' encompassed by the section. Frequently, the behaviour in question amounted to urinating in view of passers-by, typically after licensed premises had closed on a Friday or Saturday night. In some areas, such as Durham, this was dealt with as the distinct offence of 'urination' under local bye-laws. But in other areas - and particularly Hull City and Grimsby - section 5 provided a useful means of dealing with this kind of behaviour. As in the following example, there was normally some kind of aggravating factor - such as abuse to the police or wilful exposure to passers-by - besides the actual urination to justify a section 5 arrest.

Vine Street, case 356: the suspect approached patrolling police officers and asked where there was a toilet. They gave him some directions. He replied: "fuck that, I've just come from there. I'll piss somewhere else". One officer asked him where and he answered: "I'll piss where I want". The officer told him to make sure that it was in a public toilet. The suspect turned round, clenching his fists, shouted "fuck this" and stormed off. He was warned about his behaviour. He turned to friends who were with him and said: "I'll piss here when he's gone". He was warned not to by the officers. They started to walk away, but when they turned round they saw the suspect urinating against a wall. Pedestrians round about were "horrified and alarmed". He was arrested.

Section 5 was also used in situations where the indecency in question was of a sexual nature, as in the following two examples. In the first the behaviour consisted of indecent exposure and, in the second, to homosexual propositioning. Other provisions may not have been used in these and other cases for various reasons. The incidents may not have been serious enough, there may have been difficulties establishing the elements of the offences, there may not have been specific victims who came forward to give evidence, or victims may not have wished to proceed.

Bristol City, case 237: the suspect was seen openly masturbating in a public car park while a female was passing by. Other members of the public were also using the carpark at the time. The police thereupon approached the suspect and arrested him under section 5.

Hull City, case 46: a 14 year old boy was approached by the suspect outside a public toilet and propositioned. The suspect told the boy that he liked his "tight trousers" and asked him if he wanted to go "somewhere secret" to play pontoon. The boy told the police of the incident and the suspect was subsequently arrested.
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Disorder associated with pubs or food outlets
Eight per cent of section 5 incidents were directly linked with licensed premises or takeaway food outlets. Most frequently, the behaviour in question consisted of rowdy arguments or abuse which alarmed others using the premises in question or, where the incident occurred on the street outside, passers-by. The first of the incidents below was connected with licensed premises, while the second occurred at a restaurant.

Bristol City, case 271: the police were called to a disturbance at a city centre pub at closing time on a Friday night. Two men had just been ejected by the doorman and one of them was heard swearing at him. The police warned him to stop and he replied: “fuck off, I'm not speaking to you, I'm speaking to that fucker”. He was again asked to stop - several members of the public were in the vicinity. His friend took him away, swearing at the police: “you lot are a bunch of wankers, you think you're fucking hard”. Shortly afterwards, the police saw him heading back towards the pub and he again began abusing the doorman. He was again warned and retorted: “I'm going to talk to that black fucker”. He was arrested.

Vine Street, case 203: the police were called to a disturbance at a restaurant late on a Friday night. Several people who were drunk, the suspect included, were ejected from the premises. As he was leaving he turned to a table of diners and shouted: “this place fucking sucks”. They were “upset” by this remark. He was warned about his language, but repeated the abusive remark. He was arrested under section 5.

Domestic disputes
Use of section 5 is not generally appropriate in domestic disputes because arguments occurring in private dwellings that do not affect others outside do not fall within the section's ambit. Even where disputes occur in public or are in private but sufficiently vociferous to alarm those outside, the police may prefer to arrest using their common law powers to prevent a breach of the peace. However, in a small group of cases the police used section 5 to deal with what were essentially domestic disturbances, where these occurred in public or where they occurred in private but spilled over into public places. An example is given here:

Hayton, case 68: a young woman had asked the police to help her retrieve some belongings from the marital home, as she was too scared of her husband to go there alone. Two officers went with her to assist. On their arrival, the husband came out into the garden waving a hammer and shouting: "the first one through this door gets this!" The officers called for assistance because they feared for their safety and because the woman was so scared that she would not leave the police car. The suspect continued to shout: "you can fuck off you little cunt - you've already taken my kid, now you've brought the heavy mob ...". On the arrival of help, the suspect was arrested for a section 5 offence.
**Football-related disorder**

One minority use of section 5 was to deal with rowdiness associated with football supporters, usually, but not always, occurring at the grounds themselves. Some arrests were made where obscene chanting occurred and those taking part refused to desist when requested. Overall, 3 per cent of cases fell into this category, but several stations which had football grounds in their areas made far more use of section 5 in these circumstances. Thus, at Broadbury Road in Bristol, nearly one-quarter of section 5 arrests were connected with policing football supporters. The following are two typical examples, the first occurring at a football ground, the other elsewhere.

**Broadbury Road, case 319:** the incident occurred in the family stand at a football stadium. The suspect was observed using obscene language when a woman with small children was sitting directly in front of him. He was warned but continued to be abusive, claiming when arrested that "I ain't fucking done nothing".

**Bristol City, case 191:** a large group of football supporters marched on the city centre, waving their arms, shouting and singing. The suspect was leading the group, who had apparently been drinking. The group charged through the streets, shouting loudly and aggressively, causing shoppers to disperse. The suspect charged over the top of a parked car, causing the alarm to sound and damaging the car. He was then arrested by the police for a section 5 offence as well as for causing criminal damage.

**Miscellaneous**

The remaining 4 per cent of incidents reflect a range of different circumstances in which section 5 was employed. In a quarter of cases, arrests were made where the behaviour of suspects who had been taking drugs or, as in the next case, sniffing glue or other substances, alarmed passers-by.

**Vine Street, case 194:** the suspect was seen by the police sitting in a shop doorway sniffing lighter fuel and shouting at passing pedestrians. He was heard to shout at one female: "what are you fucking looking at?" She appeared upset by this and the suspect was approached by the police and warned. He was then abusive and shouted: "I can't fucking stop, leave me alone". He started to shout again and attempted to retrieve the lighter fuel from the police. He was then arrested.

Arrests were made in other cases for a variety of reasons. There were some instances of sexual harassment in which section 5 was called upon, as in the following case.

**Hammersmith, case 96:** the police were called to an office after the suspect, who was not known to those working there, had come into the premises and asked to use the toilet. This was refused. He then offered to help move some office equipment, and this was again refused. He was then seen to stand with his hands thrust into his pockets, "trying to arouse himself". The police told him to go away as women were upset by his behaviour. He then left. Shortly afterwards, one of the women from the office was conscious of the suspect walking quickly behind her as she left work and she called a nearby police officer. The suspect was arrested.
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Variations in the use of section 5

There were three main variations between stations in the way section 5 was employed, as well as some lesser differences. While to some extent these would appear to reflect differences in the types of disorder occurring in specific areas, interviews with officers indicated that they also reflect varying views about the circumstances in which it is appropriate to arrest for section 5 offences. The differences principally concern: whether it is appropriate to arrest when the police are the victim; whether section 5 encompasses violent behaviour; and how section 5 is perceived as relating to or overlapping with other public order legislation.

Arrests where the police are victims

The extent to which the police are the targets of offensive conduct is considered in Chapter 5. Here the issue examined is differences in practice in making arrests in such cases. Of the incidents in the classification used above, a total of 44 per cent consisted, in essence, of abuse, threats or violence which were directed primarily at the police or at police and public jointly. However, at individual stations the proportion of arrests for 'police-oriented' offensive conduct differed very sharply. At the top of the range, over three-quarters of section 5 arrests at Kirkby and 70 per cent at Huyton were for such behaviour, compared with only 7 per cent at Grimsby, 14 per cent at Hull and one-third at Durham.

These differences may reflect that the police are abused far more in Huyton and Kirkby, and the evidence from speaking to officers in these areas is that relations with some sectors of the community are particularly bad here. However, the survey of patrol officers and those in Administrative Support Units also suggests that there is a real difference in police practice in making arrests where the police are the primary targets of abuse. Despite the ruling in the case of D.P.P. v. Orum\(^2\) that section 5 does not preclude the possibility that police officers may be persons who are caused harassment, alarm or distress, officers in Hull particularly and at some other stations expressed doubts about magistrates' preparedness to accept that this could be so and this affected arrest practice in cases where they were subject to abuse. Officers at Hull and Durham also mentioned what they perceived as an unwillingness on the part of the CPS to take on cases where the police are the principal victim. (CPS decisions are, in fact, based on a review of the sufficiency of the evidence and an evaluation of whether prosecution is in the public interest - see Chapter 6.) These reservations on the part of the police did not necessarily mean that they would take no action where they came in for abuse. At Grimsby, for example, there was a high incidence of arrest to prevent a breach of the peace in such circumstances. At Huyton and Kirkby officers had no such reservations about the use of section 5 and would use it where they were the targets of particularly flagrant abuse or threats.

Violent behaviour and section 5 offences

It was noted above that the wording of section 5 does not contemplate the coverage of violent behaviour. However, there may be various reasons why some violent conduct

\(^2\) D.P.P. v. Orum (1988), The Times, July 25. It was noted, however, that conduct which might cause harassment, alarm or distress to a member of the public might not have that effect on a police officer. See Chapter 5.
does become the subject of section 5 charges: for example, where the violence is minor or the victim is unprepared to press assault charges. The extent to which essentially violent incidents were subsumed under section 5 varied: while such cases on average constituted 13 per cent of section 5 offences, the proportion was as high as 27 per cent at Darlington and 21 per cent at Bristol compared with just 7 per cent at Grimsby and Hull.

One possibility considered was whether in areas where section 5 charges were brought in violence cases, assault charges were also brought. Is there in effect a 'loading on' of charges - the assault charge to cover the violent behaviour and the section 5 charge to cater for its likely impact on others? The converse of this is that in areas where section 5 was seldom used for violent behaviour, it might be expected that there would be greater economy of charges. In other words, police decisions about the appropriate charges would depend on the most important aspect of the incident: if this was the physical harm caused, assault charges might be brought, but if it was the alarm caused to others and the harm was trivial, section 5 might be used.

There was some evidence to support this view. Thus, at Bristol and Darlington, both section 5 and assault charges were brought in relation to 40 per cent and 25 per cent of violent incidents respectively. At Hull and Grimsby assault charges were hardly ever brought in conjunction with section 5 charges. It may be that these variations in practice reflect the robustness with which the police in different areas tackle the maintenance of public order. Where section 5 alone is used to deal with minor violence, this may reflect a view that particular kinds of violence - particularly that between youths who have been drinking on a Friday and Saturday night - are commonplace and amount to little more than 'disorderly behaviour' falling within the ambit of section 5. Where both assault and section 5 charges are brought, this may reflect that the actual level of violence is more serious. But it could also point to a firm stance on disorder which stresses not only the physical harm resulting from violence but also its wider impact on the public. More practically, another possibility is that section 5 charges were sometimes brought in conjunction with assault charges as a 'fail-safe' mechanism. Thus, if the assault charges were dropped, there would still be the section 5 offence to fall back upon.

*Interface between section 5 and other public order law*

Section 5 was introduced to deal with the specific problem of anti-social behaviour that disturbs members of the public but which had not hitherto been adequately caught by the criminal law. However, the breadth of the wording of this section means that it may capture misbehaviour covered by other provisions. A large majority of the officers interviewed for the study agreed that there were circumstances in which it was equally open to them to make an arrest under section 5 of the Public Order Act or under some other provision. Of those who had policing experience dating back to pre-Public Order Act days, over 80 per cent said that they would now sometimes use section 5 to make an arrest in circumstances where they would previously have used a pre-existing power.

The principal overlap is with behaviour that may constitute an offence contrary to section 91 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 (drunk and disorderly) and with behaviour liable to
cause a common law breach of the peace. There may also be grey areas between section 5 offences and misbehaviour falling within section 4 of the Public Order Act (fear or provocation of violence). Indeed, section 4 charges are frequently varied to section 5 by the Crown Prosecution Service. Additionally, behaviour that amounts to minor or technical assault or to indecency could sometimes be construed as falling within section 5.

These difficulties in distinguishing between the boundaries of different offences are manifest in certain differences between stations in the use of section 5 and other public order provisions (see Table 3.2 on page 20). To some extent these reflect the varying nature of disorder between areas, but some differences are so marked that this explanation cannot alone suffice. Interviews with police officers confirm differences in practice. Among the most notable is the wide variation in the contribution to public order offences of the offence of being drunk and disorderly: at several city/town centre stations in areas where drunkenness offences are known to be a problem, this offence contributed well below average proportions of public order arrests. Thus, there were relatively few such arrests at Hull, Durham and Darlington. On the other hand, section 5 contributed a large proportion of public order arrests at these stations. At Hull, officers interviewed pointed out that section 5 was actively preferred to drunk and disorderly, even for quite minor incidents of disorderliness. They pointed out that there were no agreed standards for evaluating what amounted to drunk and disorderly and section 5 offences. Opting for the latter had certain perceived advantages: it was seen as more of a deterrent as the offender was likely to be put before the court; courts took the offence more seriously; and there was no need to prove drunkenness.

Another variation is shown by Grimsby. There, hardly any arrests were made for drunk and disorderly, but the level of section 5 arrests was also below average. Instead, breach of the peace was frequently used where rowdy drunks created disturbances. Officers interviewed ascribed this practice to tradition that had remained largely unaffected by the advent of the Public Order Act. In the same force, a peculiarity of section 5 arrests at Hull was the presence of a sizeable minority of cases of urinating in the street. At most other stations, this conduct was variously dealt with under local by-laws or as drunk and disorderly behaviour.

Other variations are less apparent from Table 3.2 but were pointed out during the interview survey. At Huyton and Kirkby, for example, the drunk and disorderly category includes a range of behaviour, such as fighting, shouting abuse and kicking over dustbins, that elsewhere might have been diverted into section 5 or section 4 offences. Section 5 was relatively well used at these stations, but not as much as might have been expected given the nature of disorder locally, and section 4 was used hardly at all. The view of Huyton and Kirkby officers was that the bulk of disorder was related to drink and therefore drunk and disorderly was the appropriate charge. As one officer put it, to bring conduct within the Public Order Act, there would have to be "real violence", and to justify a section 4 charge someone would need to be receiving a "life-threatening pasting".
Table 3.2: Section 5 and other public order arrests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>POA s.5 %</th>
<th>D&amp;D %</th>
<th>D&amp;I %</th>
<th>POA s.4 %</th>
<th>B of P'ce %</th>
<th>ABH As't %</th>
<th>Oth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hull Central</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyton</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine Street</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadbury Road</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsby</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammersmith</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Central</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>18</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>6</strong></td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
<td><strong>14</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. N = 2557.
2. 'D&I' is an abbreviation of drunk and incapable.
3. 'ABH/As't' includes assault occasioning actual bodily harm, common assault and assault on police.
4. 'Oth' includes sections 2 and 3 of the POA (violent disorder and affray - 1 per cent and 2 per cent of cases respectively), GBH (4 per cent of cases) and Obstruction (7 per cent of cases).

At some other stations it would appear from officers' comments that lower tolerance levels of disorder existed. (This point also comes out in the previous section, which points to differences in the extent to which section 5 incidents involved violence.) Perhaps the most notable example is Hull, where officers needed little encouragement to use section 5 as a means of controlling loud and high-spirited behaviour. In these circumstances, section 5 arrests were regarded very much as a preventive measure, in the way that arrests to prevent a breach of the peace were at some other stations.

These variations confirm the picture of the use of section 5 presented by the earlier Home Office research, that it is a flexible measure which is employed in a range of different situations (Newburn et al, 1991). That research examined just two forces. The present research, with its more widely drawn sample, suggests that there is a considerable lack of uniformity across the country as a whole in the way section 5 is interpreted and implemented. These variations arise for a variety of reasons. Pre-POA practice is one: hence the continued use of breach of the peace in some areas. It was also suggested by some officers that section 5 is regarded as analogous to section 5 of the 1936 Public
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Order Act, and therefore sometimes applied in more serious situations than was the intent behind the legislation. The attitude of supervisors is another influence on officers' actions and may affect the choice of arrest provision. Instances were cited at stations where section 5 was 'popular' of grounds for detention being varied from drunk and disorderly to section 5, for example.

Different interpretations of the kind of behaviour with which the Act was intended to deal are another factor. It was noted above that a large majority of officers with beat experience prior to the introduction of the 1986 Act considered that section 5 could be used to deal with behaviour already covered by other provisions. However, they were almost equally split in their views about whether section 5 could be used to deal with misbehaviour that was not previously within the sphere of the criminal law (as indeed was one aim of the legislation). Those who considered section 5 had not really provided them with any extra power to arrest argued that, in the past, they would always have found a means to arrest if misbehaviour was sufficiently offensive.

Also relevant is the perceived reaction to section 5 charges of the CPS and the courts. (The outcome of section 5 charges is dealt with in Chapter 6.) This could affect the extent to which section 5 was used in preference to other provisions, as well as the kinds of misbehaviour to which it was applied, particularly where the issue arose of whether the police could be regarded as the victim.

Beliefs and opinions among the police about the appropriateness of particular public order provisions to particular situations are something which become part of the culture of individual stations. Officers mutually reinforce each other's views about when it is 'correct' to arrest for drunk and disorderly and when section 5 may be used, for example. Such shared 'cultural' understandings may be significantly affected by the views of custody officers. These varying local interpretations are fostered by the lack of any coherent national or force-wide guidance about the situations in which different public order provisions should be used. The overwhelming majority of officers interviewed indicated that no such instructions were issued either centrally by their forces or by the CPS. The views of the police at station level about the use of public order law are not necessarily 'wrong'. As has been observed elsewhere, the law is essentially permissive of such variations (McBarnet, 1981). Whether these differences in practice are desirable is another matter, an important consideration here being that the outcome for the suspect may differ according to the offence for which he or she is arrested.
4 The circumstances of offences

Previous research on the Public Order Act has suggested that offences of disorder follow very specific patterns; for example, in terms of who commits them, and when and where (Newburn et al, 1991). The present research suggests that the low level disorderly situations covered by section 5 are no exception. Information about the situational context of offences is considered in this chapter. As well as looking at the time and place of offences and those who committed them, it considers whether alcohol was involved and the extent to which race was a factor.

Location

Table 4.1 shows that section 5 offences most frequently occurred in the street. This is unsurprising in view of the drafting of the section, which does not encompass behaviour occurring in a dwelling (except where it affects persons outside). A significant minority of offences (15 per cent) were linked with licensed premises (public houses or nightclubs), and either occurred within those premises or took the form of brawls or arguments that originated inside but spilled out onto the street.

Clustering of offences at other locations reflects situational aspects of disorder in town and city centres (Ramsay, 1982; Wood and Goodall, n.d.). For example, minorities of incidents occurred at restaurants and takeaways or were associated with public transport. The 10 per cent of incidents occurring at 'public premises' included disturbances at locations such as the public areas of hospitals, police stations and social security offices, and public parks.

The six per cent of incidents listed as occurring at dwellings were largely domestic or inter-neighbour disputes which took place out on the street or in gardens or occurred indoors but were sufficiently rowdy to alarm passers-by.

Table 4.1: Location of section 5 offences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>N cases</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/near licensed premises</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public premises/parks/open spaces</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shops/commercial premises</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private dwelling</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public transport/car/taxi</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurant/takeaway</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/near football ground</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The significance of particular types of location varied somewhat between stations. This may in part have reflected differences in the nature of the areas policed. But it probably also reflected differences in the way the police used section 5 (see previous chapter). Among the more notable differences in the location of incidents were the following. Street incidents constituted two-thirds of cases at Vine Street, a station which covered an area of the West End of London where the streets are busy with people intent on entertainment. At Hammersmith, nearly a quarter of incidents were associated with locations classified as 'public premises', and included disturbances at Hammersmith Hospital, the police station itself, a hostel for the homeless and a cemetery.

A feature of some areas was the extent of disorder associated with licensed premises. Over a third of incidents at Darlington and around a quarter at Derby and at Hull fell into this category. In these areas, more so than in the South, Friday and Saturday nights are a time for going out, and the hectic level of activity in pubs and clubs late in the evening creates the potential for disorder. The level of section 5 arrests at these locations may also have reflected localised police preferences for using this section rather than arresting for drunk and disorderly or taking action short of arrest (see Chapter 3).

One further feature of note was the use of section 5 in cases involving various kinds of disorder by football supporters at Broadbury Road. Nearly a quarter of cases in which section 5 was used fell into this category here. And, lastly, significant minorities of cases at Huyton (19 per cent) and Kirkby (13 per cent) were associated with private dwellings. This reflected the residential nature of these areas and that section 5, rather than breach of the peace, was sometimes used to cope with domestic disputes that had a public element.

Timing

Incidents leading to section 5 arrests followed distinct patterns in terms of time of day and day of week. Predominating was a trend for disorder to occur during the late evening and early hours of the morning at weekends, suggesting that leisure time revelry that sometimes gets out of hand is at the root of many incidents. Of all cases in the sample, 60 per cent occurred on Friday and Saturday¹ and the 30 hours between 2100 on a Friday and 0300 on Sunday morning accounted for no less than 43 per cent of all incidents (see Table 4.2).

The significance of the weekend as the occasion for disorder varied between areas, broadly reflecting the differences noted in the previous section in the extent to which Friday and Saturday were the focus for the week's social activity and in the nature of the area policed. Table 4.2 shows that well over half of all section 5 offences occurred in the 30 hour period that is the core of the social weekend at Derby, Darlington and Hull. In London, where social activity tends to be spread more evenly through the week, the level of disorder at the weekend was not noticeably higher than at other times. In some areas which did not contain centres that attracted large crowds at the weekend - for example, Kirkby and Huyton - weekend levels of disorder were again low.

¹Each day is taken as running from 0300 to 0259 to follow more closely the pattern of social activity and, particularly, to avoid an unnatural midnight cut-off point between Saturday and Sunday.
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Table 4.2: Time of section 5 offences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Weekday %</th>
<th>Weekend %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durham</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darlington</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammersmith</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine Street</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyton</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkby</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull Central</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimsby</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Central</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadbury Road</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derby</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>57</strong></td>
<td><strong>43</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES:
1. N = 867. Details about time were missing for 14 cases.
2. Weekend = 2100 Friday to 0259 Sunday.

The presence of alcohol

In 44 per cent of section 5 offences, the suspects arrested were known to have been drinking beforehand. It is not possible to say to what extent alcohol was a contributory factor to offensive behaviour; however, the frequency with which it was present suggests the link. There is no doubt that the police involved in making arrests intended this inference to be drawn, for their accounts often made explicit references to the fact that suspects appeared to be the worse for wear through drink. The following is one example:

Hammersmith, case 183: following an earlier incident, the two suspects in this case were seen in the early hours of a Saturday morning shouting and swearing and running in and out of the road. They entered a minicab office and were observed jostling and arguing with staff. The police asked them to leave. They became aggressive and abusive towards the officers and walked off still swearing. They then saw a police van, which contained a person who had been arrested, and the two suspects walked over to it and continued to shout abuse at the police. They were warned and then arrested. Police notes of the incident state that both men had been drinking.

Where the offending behaviour amounts to little more than general disorderliness, the police have the option of arresting for drunk and disorderly under section 91 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967. Not surprisingly, therefore, relatively few of the cases involving alcohol and leading to section 5 arrests amounted to disorderliness pure and simple. There was normally some other element present, such as the threat of violence or indecent exposure, which would be likely in the view of the police to alarm or distress members of the public. Cases involving alcohol therefore spanned the various classifications of offences outlined in the previous chapter.

2 The proportion of cases in which suspects had been drinking is probably considerably higher than this: in 35 per cent of cases, over half of which occurred towards the end of or after licensing hours, no information on alcohol consumption was available.
There were particularly heavy concentrations of alcohol related offences at specific stations. This reflected patterns of social behaviour already described, involving socialising and heavy drinking at the weekend and leading to hectic and chaotic scenes in town and city centres when licensed premises closed. Thus, no less than three-quarters of all section 5 arrests in Darlington and Hull were alcohol related, and Durham, Grimsby, Derby and Bristol Central all had well above average levels of arrests for offences in which alcohol was implicated. Those arrested for section 5 offences were often a few identifiable participants from large groups involved in major disturbances in which alcohol clearly played a part. One example of the confused circumstances in which such incidents occurred is given here.

Durham, case 160: just after midnight on a Saturday night, an argument developed among a group of about 20 youths who had just emerged from a nightclub. They ranged themselves into two factions and a considerable amount of abuse was hurled between them. The police arrived at this point and warned them to quieten down and to move on. One shouted at the police: “Fuck off you black cunts”, and was arrested, struggling violently. A second youth then intervened and tried to pull the police away, punching out towards them. He too was arrested. The arrests were the signal for pandemonium to break out, and a number of females were running to and fro among the police screaming abuse. The first youth arrested was still causing problems and he and the officer holding onto him fell against a car, smashing a window. A third youth was hit by a police truncheon, which led to a fourth one coming to his assistance. Meanwhile, two other youths had started to fight each other, leading to police intervention and further threats from the youths. Throughout the incidents, others on the periphery were kicking and punching at the police. Ten officers were involved and six arrests were made under sections 4 and 5 of the POA and for obstruction.

The offenders

Age and sex

From the nature of the incidents described, it is little surprise that the great majority of offenders were young males. Around 90 per cent were male and this figure varied little between stations. Nearly two-thirds were aged 24 or under, and it is probably no coincidence that it is this age group which previous Home Office research has shown to be particularly prone to involvement in drinking related disorder (Tuck, 1989). In some areas, the proportion of offenders in this age group was even higher, reaching a maximum of 80 per cent in Kirkby and Huyton. However, these statistics do not serve only to point up the prevalence of drink related disorder among the young. By no means all incidents were drink related and the figures also point to the degree to which anti-police and anti-social attitudes among some young people are manifested in misbehaviour which causes alarm to both police and public.
The average age of those arrested was 25 years. This figure is skewed by the involvement in a minority of offences of older offenders. Nearly 10 per cent were aged over 40 years. This serves as a reminder that section 5 may embrace a wider variety of conduct than drink-related disorder in town centres. Those involved in some other kinds of incident—for example, domestic disputes—were often older.

Employment and criminal record

Forty per cent of section 5 offenders were unemployed, 50 per cent were in employment, while the remainder were students or housewives. There were variations between stations in the proportion employed. This partly reflected regional differences in rates of unemployment: thus 60 per cent or more of offenders were unemployed at Huyton and Kirkby in Merseyside. Where the nature of disorder was primarily city centre, alcohol-related disturbances, there was a tendency for the proportion of offenders employed to be higher. Thus, at Darlington the employment rate was 70 per cent and at Derby 60 per cent. This may reflect that those who can afford to spend money on alcohol and entertainment are more likely to be those in employment (Tuck, 1989; Field, 1990).

Two-thirds of section 5 offenders had criminal records3 and, of this group, two-fifths had previous convictions that included one or more public order related offences, ranging from drunk and disorderly up to violent disorder. In all, a quarter of section 5 offenders had prior public order convictions. In some areas, the proportion was considerably higher. Thus, the percentage of section 5 offenders with prior public order convictions was 65 per cent in Grimsby, 54 per cent at Darlington and 40 per cent at Hull. It is not possible to say whether these variations reflect greater involvement in public disorder of some members of the population in specific areas or stricter police enforcement of the public order laws. Another possibility is that differences in prosecution policy may play a part. Caution will not show up in statistics on previous convictions, nor will bind overs without a finding of guilt (see Chapter 6).

Others involved

Incidents leading to section 5 charges sometimes involved other participants who were charged with different offences. This occurred in six per cent of cases (55 out of 881). Most frequently, other participants were charged under section 4 of the Public Order Act 1986 (fear or provocation of violence—in 21 cases), with obstructing the police (12 cases), assault (11 cases) or being drunk and disorderly (10 cases). Section 5 cases also sometimes involved participants (victims aside) who were arrested but not proceeded against. In seven per cent of cases, other suspects were released without any further action.

Mention should also be made of the fact that many incidents involved persons who participated in offensive conduct or were on the periphery of it but were not arrested. It was sometimes physically not possible for the police to arrest more than a few main offenders and others made good their escape. Police reports allow some assessment to be made of the scale of others’ involvement. These suggest that, in over a third of cases, persons other than those arrested were associated with the offensive behaviour. Roughly half of these may be categorised as small-scale incidents in which only one or two others

---

3Information about criminal record was not available for a quarter of offenders. These percentages are based on those for whom previous conviction data were available.
were not captured. But about 40 per cent were large-scale incidents in which five or more (sometimes very many more) participants were not detained.

Race

Smith (1987) has noted that the breadth of the language used in the drafting of section 5 allows considerable scope for "injudicious" policing. He draws attention to the danger that section 5 might lead to the criminalisation of conduct that amounts to little more than arguing with a police officer. There was indeed patent apprehension on the part of the Government about creating legislation that might be too similar to the discredited 'sus' laws. Stevens and Willis (1979) note that a particular feature of those laws was their disproportionate use against black people. In the Metropolitan Police, 1975 data showed that 40 per cent of 'sus' arrests were of black people, yet members of this group made up only 4 per cent of the population.

Representation of ethnic minorities among section 5 offenders

Police records do not always contain information on ethnicity and this limited the extent to which this issue could be considered in the present study. However, sufficient data were available to draw some tentative conclusions about the representation of ethnic minorities among section 5 offenders. First of all, data on ethnicity were available from custody records for the two Metropolitan Police stations (Hammersmith and Vine Street), thus providing some indication of the representation of minority groups among those arrested for section 5 offences. Secondly, complete data on ethnicity were available at the same two stations and incomplete data at five more for those proceeded against. Thirdly, to explore whether the representation of ethnic minorities in section 5 cases differed from other types of case, data on ethnicity were also extracted from samples of custody records and case files for other offences. The offences sampled were broadly within the compass of public order, ranging from assault occasioning grievous bodily harm down to drunk and disorderly.

There are difficulties interpreting the data, one being the lack of accurate information about the ethnic minority population of the areas covered by the stations. While data from the 1991 Census are now available (OPCS, 1993), as well as information from the annually conducted Labour Force Survey (Haskey, 1991), with the exception of Hammersmith the areas used as the basis for estimates are too large for them to be directly useful for the purposes of the present study. A difficulty at two stations in particular - Vine Street in the West End of London and Bristol Central - is that local population estimates have little relevance since a high, but unknown, proportion of people on the streets will not live locally but will have travelled to the area for work or pleasure.

Any interpretation must also bear in mind significant differences in the age structure of ethnic minority groups. Most notably, those in the age range most prone to offend are over-represented among Afro-Caribbeans and Asians (Indian, Pakistani and Bangladesh), with 29 per cent and 25 per cent respectively of those groups falling into the 16 to 29 age bracket compared with 21 per cent of white people (OPCS, 1992).

---

4 Section 4 of the Vagrancy Act 1824 created the offence of being a suspected person loitering with intent to commit an arrestable offence. This was abolished by section 8 of the Criminal Attempts Act 1981.

5 Stevens and Willis use the term 'black' to refer to black-skinned West Indian or African people. Elsewhere in this report the term 'Afro-Caribbean' is generally used.
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Partly because of these difficulties, figures on the proportion of ethnic minority suspects involved in section 5 offences must be treated with some caution. Additionally, it should be noted that, while the study collected arrest data for a three month period, the samples of section 5 offences obtained were quite small, both overall and compared with other public order offences (see Table 2.3 in Chapter 2).

At Hammersmith and Vine Street, the two stations for which usable ethnic data on arrests were obtained, there were, respectively, totals of 26 and 106 section 5 arrests during the research, compared with 372 and 723 other public order arrests. The small samples mean that the range of uncertainty surrounding the proportion of ethnic minority arrests is quite high.6

At Hammersmith 27 per cent (+/- 18 per cent) and at Vine Street 12 per cent (+/- 6 per cent) of those arrested for section 5 offences were Afro-Caribbeans. These figures may be compared with data from the 1991 Census on the ethnic mix of areas. These show that the proportion of Afro-Caribbean residents numbers just over 10 per cent in Hammersmith (OPCS, 1993). The population figures for Vine Street are more problematic because the area has a large transient population. There is probably little value in using population figures for the whole of Greater London as a yardstick,7 since the ethnic breakdown of the floating population of the Vine Street area may bear little relationship to that of London in general. On the face of it, therefore, the most that can be said is that there appears to be some over-representation of Afro-Caribbeans among those arrested for section 5 offences in Hammersmith. However, bearing in mind the uncertainty levels surrounding these figures and the point noted earlier that a higher proportion of Afro-Caribbeans than whites fall in the 16-29 age range, it is doubtful whether these figures do in fact point conclusively to the over-representation of Afro-Caribbeans in the section 5 arrest population.

The examination of other (ie. non-section 5) public order arrests showed that the proportion of Afro-Caribbeans arrested for these offences was lower than that found in section 5 cases. The respective figures were 9 per cent and 6 per cent at Hammersmith and Vine Street. These are closer to what might be expected from the population estimates provided above. Bearing in mind that these figures are based on larger samples than those available for section 5 arrests (over 1,000 non-section 5 arrests were examined), the likelihood must be considered that the ethnic imbalance in the sample of section 5 arrests is due to chance rather than to any kind of discriminatory policing.

Asians formed only a small proportion of those arrested for either section 5 or other public order offences at Hammersmith and Vine Street. At Hammersmith, they comprised 4 per cent of section 5 suspects - identical to the proportion of Asians in the local population (Haskey, 1991). At Vine Street only 1 per cent were Asians. This is possibly a lower figure than might have been expected; however, without reliable statistics on the proportion of Asians in the area covered by Vine Street police,8 no firm conclusions can be drawn as to whether this group are genuinely under-represented.

---

6 The confidence limits around the percentages at Hammersmith are +/-18% and at Vine Street +/-6%, both at the 95% confidence level.
7 Census data show that Afro-Caribbeans make up around 8% of the Greater London population (OPCS, 1993).
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among section 5 suspects. It must also be kept in mind that, as with the arrest figures for Afro-Caribbeans, the figures for Asians are also subject to the same wide margins of error and that variations due to chance may explain the relatively low number of arrests among this group.

There is some evidence from the arrest data that proceedings followed arrest less frequently in the case of Afro-Caribbean suspects, although numbers are again too small to allow firm conclusions to be drawn. At Hammersmith and Vine Street (the only two stations for which this information was available) nearly all of 112 white suspects were charged, cautioned or summoned compared with 85 per cent of the 20 Afro-Caribbeans in the sample at these stations (not a statistically significant difference). The differential rate of proceeding was not confined to section 5 cases: in the range of other disorderly offences, the respective rates of charging, cautioning or summoning white and Afro-Caribbean suspects were 92 per cent and 81 per cent. These differences were not accounted for by police reluctance to proceed against young offenders; very few of either white or Afro-Caribbean suspects in public order cases were aged under 17.

Turning to those proceeded against, the case file sample provides some data on ethnicity from a wider range of stations than the arrest sample (seven in all), although complete data are only to be found for the two London stations. Of nearly 1,200 suspects proceeded against for section 5 offences at the seven stations, just over 6 per cent were known to be Afro-Caribbeans. It is likely that this marks an over-representation of this group, which forms only around 1 per cent of the country’s population. However, as noted earlier, the difficulty is of relating this information to data at the level of areas covered by police stations on the distribution of ethnic minority groups. The exception is Hammersmith, where estimates of the ethnic minority population are available. Here, just over a fifth of those proceeded against for section 5 offences were Afro-Caribbeans (23 out of 112), but this group comprised 10 per cent of the local population. Taking into account the range of uncertainty (+/- 8 per cent) attached to these figures due to the small sample size, there still appears to be some over-representation of Afro-Caribbeans.

Differences in the age structure of the Afro-Caribbean population do not account for their higher than anticipated presence among section 5 offenders. In fact, fewer than expected were found in the 16 to 29 age group. Only two-thirds of Afro-Caribbeans proceeded against for section 5 offences fell into this age bracket compared with just over three-quarters of white offenders. Afro-Caribbeans were in fact over-represented in the older age groups: one-third were aged 30 or over, compared with one-fifth of whites.

There was some slight evidence that the over-representation of Afro-Caribbeans among section 5 defendants was greater than for other kinds of public order offences. Data from seven stations in the case file sample showed that 5 per cent (+/- 1%) of those proceeded against for other offences were known to be Afro-Caribbeans (96 out of 1800) in contrast with 6 per cent (+/- 1.5%) of section 5 defendants (61 out of 974). However, the difference is too small and the amount of missing data on ethnicity too great8 to allow any firm conclusions to be drawn from this.

---

8The latest census data show that Asians constitute around 7 per cent of the Greater London population (OPCS, 1993).
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The data collected for this study suggest that it may be prudent to examine the issue of ethnicity and use of section 5 further before reaching any conclusions about whether there is any bias in the way the provision is applied or in decisions about proceedings. Certainly, the evidence to support any such accusation is not as acute as was the case with the former 'sus' laws (see above). To explore the use of section 5 in relation to black people in more detail would require more detailed study of police practice at street level. Although some observation of public order policing was undertaken for the present study, it was not systematic or lengthy enough to indicate whether there is any bias in the application of the law. Certainly, no overt examples of discrimination were observed during the course of the fieldwork.

The racial dimension in section 5 cases

Members of ethnic minorities were known to have been involved in 75 cases in which section 5 charges were laid. Of these, there was a racial dimension in 20, in the sense that explicit reference was made to race or ethnicity in police accounts, and that race appeared to have some bearing on the nature of the incident. All these cases involved Afro-Caribbeans. In a further 16, there was some suspicion that race may have been relevant but police accounts of events are not conclusive. In the remainder, there was no evidence either way that race was a factor in the incident. Examples from the first two groups of cases are given below. The cases appear to reflect perceptions by Afro-Caribbeans that police action was discriminatory. Whether these perceptions were justified cannot be established since there is no evidence other than police accounts of incidents on which to draw. However, on the face of it, the facts as reported do not suggest anything improper in the actions of the police. There is equally the possibility that discrimination was raised by those arrested as a defence to counter police intervention, when in fact their behaviour was simply unacceptable.

The first three cases provide examples of police use of PACE stop and search powers which degenerated into situations in which an arrest under section 5 was considered necessary.

Vine Street, case 171: the suspect was stopped by the police for a minor traffic offence and asked to get out of his car. He complied and, as he did so, said: "What's this about? I've done nothing wrong". The police told him to calm down but he became more irate. He apparently shouted: "This is not a free country if you're black - why are you harassing me?" He was again warned to calm down but continued to shout at the police officer. By this time a significant crowd had gathered. He was arrested for a section 5 offence.

Hammersmith, case 231: two black males were stopped at 8.30 in the evening by the police, following a report of a burglary nearby. One of them said to the police: "No way, man, I haven't done anything - what are you trying to stitch me up with man?" The police tried to question

---

9 Data on ethnicity were missing in around one-fifth of cases.
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him but he was becoming more aggressive and abusive, retorting: "Fuck off man, I've done nothing". He was again told to calm down and apparently responded by grabbing hold of one PC's arms and pushing him away shouting: "Fuck off man, just harass someone else". He was then arrested.

Hammersmith, case 238: the police stopped the suspect, who was riding a mountain bicycle along the pavement. When asked why he was riding on the pavement he retorted: "It's none of your business". The police asked if the bicycle was his and he replied: "Fuck you, you've only stopped me because I'm black". He became increasingly abusive and was warned about his language. There were several passers-by at the time. The police told him that they wanted to do a check on his bicycle and he said: "Do what you fucking want, it's not stolen". He was again warned, replied "this is a fucking joke" and was arrested.

Stop and search cases aside, similar perceptions of racial bias ran through a number of other cases in which the police were involved in enforcing the law or keeping the peace.

Hammersmith, case 309: the suspect had attended a Job Centre and an altercation with a member of staff took place. The suspect refused to leave and the police were called. They asked what had happened and when the member of staff gave her version of events the suspect allegedly retorted: "You're a liar, white slag, a racist liar". He continued to shout abuse when removed from the premises. He was warned to stop, whereupon he rounded upon the police and said: "You can't tell me what to do, racist pig". He continued to be abusive. At the time the shopping centre was very busy. He was arrested.

Hammersmith, case 128: the police were called to a housing estate because of a disturbance involving youths throwing stones at younger children. One of the former, an Afro-Caribbean youth, was detained and the police asked him to take them to his parents' house. The boy struggled violently and made off. The police went after him to his house and asked to talk to his mother. She was apparently very abusive and refused to talk about the boy. During the course of an argument with the police, she allegedly poked one of them in the chest, and continually accused them of harassment. When warned to calm down she apparently retorted: "I don't fucking care, you're so fucking out of order. Fuck you, you're just filthy". A crowd of around 30 people had gathered to watch. At this point she was arrested.

Two cases involving a number of suspects arose out of demonstrations about alleged police brutality against black people and unjustified arrests. One example is given below.

Hammersmith, case 177: a group of around 20 people had gathered at the police station to demonstrate about the arrest of black people,
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alleging police violence. They were gradually moved out of the police station, but one person refused to move and put his arms through the railings outside the station. He shouted: "Fuck off, I'm not moving till we get justice". He was told to move but shouted further abuse and waved his fist at a PC. After a further warning he was arrested following a violent struggle. Two other persons then joined in. One caught hold of an officer's tunic; the other was seized by the police and caught his head against the station door. He shouted: "Look what they're doing - brutality, police brutality!" All three were arrested (two under section 5 and one under section 4 of the POA).

One further theme to cases with racial overtones was apparently gratuitous abuse directed at the police in a few cases.

Bristol Central, case 100: as the suspect passed a police officer he said: "Fuck off". The officer warned him not to swear. The suspect replied: "I will if I want to - fuck off". The officer asked him why he was swearing: "Because I don't like you, I don't like the police". He was warned again and further abuse followed, leading to his arrest. On arrest he said: "You can't arrest me for swearing, all the blacks do it. What is this, 'pick on a nigger' week?"

Further evidence that there was a specifically racial dimension to section 5 cases is obtained by examining incidents in terms of the categories outlined in Chapter 2. This analysis showed marked differences between Afro-Caribbean and white suspects; the pattern for Asians was also distinctly different. The essential difference for Afro-Caribbeans was that by far the largest proportion of incidents fell into the categories of abusive, threatening or violent behaviour directed at the police. No less than 48 per cent of section 5 incidents in which they were involved fell into these categories, compared with a figure of 28 per cent for white suspects. If incidents in which both police and public were targets of abuse or threats are also included, the difference between Afro-Caribbean and white suspects becomes even more marked, with respective figures of 69 per cent and 37 per cent. One worrying implication of these figures is that there is genuinely greater friction between black people and the police, which is readily manifested in hostile encounters in everyday policing situations. Various surveys have pointed to a lower level of trust in the police among Afro-Caribbeans and dissatisfaction with the way encounters are handled by the police (Field, 1984; Skogan, 1990; Southgate and Crisp, 1993). Given these tenuous relations, it may well be that black people are more likely to perceive section 5 warnings about their behaviour as provocation, leading to an escalation of the situation. Another possibility is that the police are more ready to react adversely where they receive abuse from black people. Without data on the extent to which the police tolerated abuse from white and black people respectively without taking steps to arrest no firm conclusions can be drawn in this respect.
There is a particular problem in relation to stop and search. Afro-Caribbeans are more likely to be stopped by the police than white people and, thereafter, to be searched. This applies particularly to young Afro-Caribbean males (Smith, 1983; Skogan, 1990). Whether or not this represents discrimination or the valid application of the statutory grounds for stopping and searching is open to debate. However, it is undoubtedly the case that Afro-Caribbeans are prone to perceive bias in such contacts (Smith, 1983) and there is therefore a particular need for such encounters to be sensitively handled by the police if friction is to be avoided.

Incidents involving Asian suspects were essentially non-violent, and characterised by abuse directed at members of the public, normally following some kind of dispute or sometimes simply as a result of too much alcohol. Nearly 60 per cent of cases were categorised in this way, compared with 13 per cent for white people. Incidents of abuse or threats directed at the police were rare and the proportion far lower than for either whites or Afro-Caribbeans.
5 Victims of offensive conduct

Section 5 of the Public Order Act makes no requirement that offensive conduct be directed at anyone in order for the offence to be made out. There may well, as Smith (1987) notes, be someone present who is actually harassed, alarmed or distressed by the behaviour and this is all to the good because they may act as a witness. However, the evidence of a victim is not conclusive because it is enough that there is someone within sight or hearing who is likely to be caused harassment, alarm or distress. The judgement as to whether the conduct might have this effect is for the police and does not require a witness statement.

The Government White Paper, which proposed the present section 5 offence, had suggested that in order to make out the offence, substantial alarm, harassment or distress should actually have been caused (Home Office, 1985). The reason for doing so was concern that the ambit of the law might be too wide if it encompassed behaviour that was merely likely to cause alarm or distress. However, the White Paper's proposals presented difficulties. As Smith (1987) points out, securing evidence of the actual effect of offensive conduct points to the need for testimony from the victim. But the section was designed to protect precisely those vulnerable members of society who are unwilling to attend court for fear of reprisals. To overcome this obstacle, the prosecution are required only to testify that there was someone in the vicinity who was likely to have been harassed, alarmed or distressed.

Considerable debate has surrounded the question of whether police officers themselves may be victims of section 5 offences. Smith (ibid), in a commentary on the 1986 Act, expressed the view that there is no reason why policemen should not be regarded as victims of offensive conduct, although it might perhaps be more difficult to alarm them than the vulnerable persons whom the offence is principally designed to protect. However, another commentator, Thornton (1987), has suggested that a police officer should not be distressed by mere abuse or insulting behaviour and that it would be unlikely that an offence would have been committed if there was no-one within sight or hearing other than a police officer.

The issue was resolved at a fairly early stage when it was held in the case of D.P.P. v. Orum1 that there was nothing in section 5 that led to the conclusion that a police officer might not be a person who was caused harassment, alarm or distress by the conduct to which the section applied. It was clearly recognised, however, that conduct which might cause harassment, alarm or distress to a member of the public might not have that effect on a police officer. Whether the behaviour had this effect was a question that depended on the facts of each case. Previously, the courts had relied on the decision in Marsh v.
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As authority to the contrary. However, as Birch (1988) points out in her note on the Orum case, Marsh v. Arscott was concerned with section 5 of the 1936 Public Order Act and the point at issue was whether a police officer who had been exposed to threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour was likely to react by breaching the peace. Not surprisingly, it was held that a police officer was unlikely to react in an unlawful way. Section 5 does not require such a reaction, but only the experiencing of alarm or distress.

In theory, therefore, the Orum case leaves the field open for police officers to arrest in situations in which they are occasioned alarm or distress and where they reasonably believe a section 5 offence has been committed. However, these situations must be distinguished from those where members of the public are treated as the victims. In the latter, actual alarm or distress need not necessarily have been caused; a likelihood is sufficient. In the former, logic dictates that alarm or distress must in fact have been caused to a police officer. As Birch (ibid) points out: "[i]f a quick psychoanalysis reveals that he is unmove[d] or even bored, he cannot arrest". The standard of offensive conduct that is sufficient will depend on the individual susceptibilities of the officer concerned. There is no need for any foresight on the part of the defendant that he or she might cause harassment, alarm or distress. It is only necessary to prove that the defendant was aware that his or her words or behaviour were abusive or insulting or that he or she intended them to be.

While it is settled that the police may be victims in section 5 cases, it is doubtful whether this development was contemplated when the legislation was introduced. Government proposals for the legislation cited a variety of instances of misbehaviour, not at that time readily susceptible to legal control, at which a low-level public order offence might be targeted (Home Office, 1985). A common element was the alarm caused to members of the public, particularly the more vulnerable. For example:

"hooligans on housing estates causing disturbances in the common parts of blocks of flats, blockading entrances, throwing things down the stairs, banging on doors, peering in at windows, and knocking over dustbins; ... rowdy behaviour in the street late at night which alarms local residents".

The remainder of this chapter considers who, in practice, were the victims in section 5 offences.

The public as victims

In 80 per cent of cases (703 out of 881) police accounts suggested that members of the public were victims of offensive conduct for which section 5 arrests were made. In three-quarters of these cases (60 per cent of all cases), they were apparently the sole victims, while in 20 per cent (16 per cent of all cases) police officers were also apparently victims.

A distinction can be drawn between those cases in which there was some evidence that a member of the public had indeed suffered harassment, alarm or distress ('direct' victims)
and those in which it was only inferred or implied by officers that this was a likely consequence of the suspect's conduct ('indirect' victims). The former were nearly twice as numerous as the latter, with police reports referring to evident alarm or distress in roughly two-thirds of cases in which members of the public were victims. In the remainder, police reports tended only to mention that there were passers-by or members of the public nearby, without providing any assessment of the effect of the offensive behaviour. As will be noted below, the presence of members of the public was a useful way of justifying police intervention in situations where the primary objective was probably to preserve respect for the police.

Often no particular person or persons were named as victims, even where it was a case of 'direct' victimisation. Indeed, section 5 does not require an identifiable victim or statements from victims for the offence to be made out. One rationale for this is that the police are acting on the community's behalf in maintaining the peace. It is relevant in this regard to note that in 70 per cent of section 5 offences the police intervened of their own accord without a complaint having been made by a member of the public. A further justification for not requiring a specified victim is that it is in the public interest that vulnerable members of society, who may fear reprisals, should not have to come forward to give evidence in court.

'Direct' victimisation
The following case, in which members of the public were the targets of hooligan behaviour, illustrates very well the kind of circumstances with which section 5 was designed to deal.

Hammersmith, case 174: following public complaints about groups of youths using a cemetery as a drinking place, surveillance was mounted. A group of six youths was observed shouting and swearing at passers-by and drinking from a large bottle of vodka. One of the group threw a stick at one passer-by and it hit him. He turned round but before he could say anything, one of the group of youths walked towards him shouting: "what's your fucking game ... what's your fucking problem?" He returned to the bench and the youths continued to shout at passers-by. They also made masturbating gestures at one female. All were arrested.

Section 5 charges were also sometimes brought where the behaviour went beyond the insulting or threatening and actually involved violence. The following is one of many examples.

Vine Street, case 158: the police intervened in a scuffle outside an off-licence between the licensee and the suspect. The licensee had refused to serve the suspect, who would not leave the premises. The suspect was warned by the police, but he continued to shout threats: "I'm going to get you, you bastard; that cunt did my friend... Why did you chuck me out, you fucking nigger?". He tried to push past the police back into the shop, waving his clenched fist at the manager. He was arrested.
The question of why the police sometimes use section 5 in preference to other possible charges is discussed more fully elsewhere in this report. In the above example, it might be thought surprising that some form of assault charge was not brought, or a charge under sections 3 or 4 of the Public Order Act. However, the police may decide that section 5 is appropriate for several reasons: where, for example, there appears to be an element of fault on both sides and no clear victim or where the violence is minor. Section 5 may also be preferred where there are potential difficulties proving the case because the victim is unwilling to substantiate an allegation or it was not clear to police witnesses quite what happened.

'Indirect' victimisation

In just over a third of the cases in which the public were classed as victims (amounting to just over a quarter of all cases) there was no evidence of apparent distress on their part. Rather, the police simply referred to the likelihood of such distress. Sometimes this was made explicit by referring to the presence nearby of those the police regarded as vulnerable groups, particularly mothers and children or women generally. But reports were often less explicit, mentioning only that there were passers-by, without saying who they were or whether there was any discernible reaction to the offensive conduct.

The kinds of incident in which the public might be 'indirect' victims were those in which the culprits were acting in a violent or generally disorderly or rowdy manner, without apparently targeting their behaviour at uninvolved members of the public. The following is one of numerous examples:

Durham, case 33: police officers observed the first suspect run shouting towards the second suspect and begin to fight with him. They were separated and warned about their conduct, but both continued to shout and swear. They were both arrested. The police report notes that 'several members of the public, including women, were in the vicinity at the time'.

One specific use of section 5 was to deal with public urination. This was treated as insulting behaviour which was likely to offend passers-by and as justifying a section 5 arrest.

In around a quarter of cases in which the public were 'indirect' victims, the primary target of the offensive conduct appeared to be the police. These cases are discussed more fully below. References in police reports to the presence of members of the public may have acted as a kind of insurance policy in case courts did not accept that police officers were harassed, alarmed or distressed.

The police as victims

In 28 per cent of cases (247 out of 881), police officers were the apparent victims of offensive conduct. In two-fifths (93) of these cases, the description of the incident does not suggest that there were any third parties present who were actually or likely to be offended and the police were therefore the sole victims. In the other three-fifths (154), members of the public were also present.
The incidents ranged considerably in seriousness. In some cases, the facts as reported do not convey the impression that the conduct in question could be considered sufficient to harass, alarm or distress a police officer. In others, the events as described indeed sounded alarming. Whether or not violence was used is some guide to the level of seriousness (although it should be kept in mind that some assaults were technical ones only, while some instances of abuse or threats not culminating in violence could be extremely alarming). In all, nearly a quarter of cases in which the police were sole or joint victims were characterised by violence. In such cases, section 5 charges were often brought in conjunction with assault charges. The largest proportion of incidents - just under 60 per cent - were marked out by abusive or threatening behaviour towards the police.

**Serious incidents**

The following illustrate some of the kinds of cases which, from the accounts given, were situated at the more serious end of the spectrum. They show that the police at times have to endure considerable abuse and that genuine alarm or distress may be caused. In the first of these, the officer concerned was confronted with racial abuse, obscenities and threats of violence.

Derby, case 14: the officer in the case saw two people alight from a taxi, having an argument, and he went up to them and asked if everything was alright. The suspect made a rude retort, and was warned by the PC. The suspect then allegedly countered: "What's it got to do with you, you wog? Do you cunts know who I am? I put two of you cunts in hospital; I'm (provides name)". He was warned again but replied: "I'll kick fuck out of you". He was then arrested.

In another case, police officers, one of whom was female, were subjected to insulting words and behaviour, and attempted violence.

Vine Street, case 429: this incident arose from an earlier one, in which the suspect had accused the police of retaining a comb from his property after he had been detained at the police station. He returned to the police station early in the morning and began to be abusive to the officer at the counter. He was asked to leave. He started to hammer on a door to the station garage, told a female officer "fuck off, you bitch", and spat in her face. He then spat at another officer, continued to shout abuse and hurled a bread crust at a police officer. He was then arrested.

**Less serious incidents**

Incidents were generally not as serious as those described above. There were many in which it is doubtful whether the conduct concerned, as described in police reports, would genuinely have caused alarm or distress to a police officer. In the first example given below, the actions of the suspects may have struck no more than a blow to the officer's dignity.
Durham, case 81: a van driven by the first suspect slowed down as it passed a police constable. The second suspect leaned out of the window and fired a water pistol at the PC, striking him in the face, and the vehicle then accelerated away.

In the second, the behaviour of the suspect was perhaps more irritating than alarming, but led to an arrest both under section 5 and for obstruction.

Kirkby, case 75: a police officer was in the process of arresting another prisoner and getting him into a police van when the suspect appeared and stood in the van doorway saying: "there's going to be fucking riots around here". He was told to go away, refused and was warned again. He then went round to the driver's door and slammed it in his face, 'alarming' him. He was subsequently arrested.

In the largest number of less serious cases the misconduct in question consisted of various abuse directed at the police. The language used generally amounted to fairly timeworn and familiar obscenities, which officers must have been well used to hearing. Whether they are likely to have been alarmed or distressed or felt that others nearby may have been is a matter for consideration. Two examples are given below.

Hull, case 47: an officer stopped a car, in which the suspect - a known prostitute - was a passenger. The driver got out and accidentally fell as he did so. The suspect rounded on the officer and said: "you just fucking hit him". She was warned and replied: "you fucking shiteads, you just cost me forty fucking quid - you think you're something with that knob on your head". She was arrested.

Vine Street, case 72: the suspect approached two officers and asked them if prostitution were illegal and, if so, why the police did nothing about it. "That fucking pimp round there's giving me hassle about a prostitute. But you won't fucking do nothing about it". The officers told him to calm down and they would sort the matter out. The suspect refused to calm down and replied: "I've already told you and you're not interested, fucking prancing around here doing nothing. You'll do nowt, you're a bunch of cunts". He was then arrested.

One group of cases is more problematic. Smith (1987) has suggested that, in the course of his duty, a police officer will become hardened to ritual taunts and insults. 'Ordinary' obscene language may be insufficient to cause the distress or alarm contemplated by section 5. Smith (ibid) notes that distress connotes some degree of perturbation and emotional upset, while alarm implies the experience of some fear or apprehension of danger. One ritual taunt, to which the police have become subject since the Broadwater Farm case, is the repetition of the word 'Blakelock'. While the circumstances of each case must be taken into account, it is debatable whether this taunt alone would usually be sufficient to cause the appropriate degree of distress to a police officer. However, in several cases in the sample it was taken as sufficient basis for making an arrest under section 5. In these circumstances, section 5 may have been used as a vehicle for asserting
police authority where it was under threat rather than to cope with situations where officers were genuinely alarmed or distressed. The following is one example:

Bristol Central, case 262: a police constable had attended an incident at a night-club. As he left, he heard one of a group of people outside repeating the word "Blakelock". The PC went up to the culprit and informed him that he found what he was saying intimidating and distressing, and that if he repeated it he would be arrested. The suspect followed the PC as he walked to his car and continued to shout "Blakelock" and "Thatcher's boot-boys". He was then arrested.

The presence of third parties
While the possibility that police officers may be harassed, alarmed or distressed has been recognised by the courts, police officers interviewed often pointed out that, in practice, it is not always easy to persuade magistrates of this. The necessity of doing so could be avoided simply by showing that there were other persons within sight or hearing who were likely to be caused harassment, alarm or distress by the behaviour in question. There is no requirement that such persons give evidence that they were alarmed; it is a matter for police judgement whether this likelihood existed.

This consideration may explain why a common feature of cases in which police officers were the targets of abuse was for arresting officers to make reference to the presence of passers-by. This protected officers against the possibility that magistrates would query whether the police themselves were offended. The facts of many cases suggest, however, that the primary purpose of arrest was to protect the police from abuse or threats or to reinforce respect. Thus, in nearly a quarter of the 247 cases in which the police were subjected to offensive conduct, there was little or no indication that passers-by were in any way offended but merely references to the presence of such persons. These references were often appended, as if as an after-thought, to offence reports. The following case illustrates these points:

Hammersmith, case 231: two men were stopped in connection with a recent burglary. After some discussion one retorted: "no shit man, what are you trying to stitch me up with?" This suspect became increasingly aggressive and abusive while being questioned, shouting: "fuck off man, I've done nothing". He was warned about his behaviour by the police, whereupon he grabbed hold of one of the officer's arms and pushed him away, telling him: "fuck off man, just harass someone else". He was arrested. The report notes in conclusion that 'other persons were in the area at the time of the incident'.

In just over a third of the 247 cases, there were references to apparent distress on the part of members of the public. These lack force, however, because they were often tacked on to the end of police reports and provided little indication of the nature or extent of the distress. They often took the form of a brief statement that 'passers-by appeared distressed'. Given the circumstances of many incidents, it is questionable to what extent there may have been a real prospect of alarm or distress on the part of members of the public. Rowdy behaviour and taunts aimed at the police are routine features of Friday and
Saturday nights out in some city centres. Incidents often occurred when the streets were extremely noisy with people going home after a night out, and incidents may have gone largely unremarked or been accepted as 'normal'.

In some cases, however, it is clear that the public were affected by the incident as much as or more than the police, and police actions were not significantly motivated by the attitude towards them of the suspect. The following cases provide examples:

Bristol City, case 1: the suspect was seen outside the police station in an agitated state, waving her fist in the air and shouting and swearing at passers-by. She crossed the road towards one woman, shouting "fucking come on then", and struggling with her before passers-by pulled her away. A police officer arrived on the scene and tried to calm her down. She rounded on him and told him to "fuck off". She repeated this and then punched him violently in the chest. She was then arrested.

Kirkby, case 4: the suspect was at the centre of a large-scale disturbance involving about 20 people. He was accompanied by a large dog, which he was holding by the collar and pointing at the people, goading it with cries of "kill, kill". Several women and children were distinctly upset and crying. The suspect was shouting at one woman in particular "you're fucking dead". A police officer arrived and warned the suspect, who then tried to set the dog on the him. The officer had to use his truncheon to defend himself from the dog. The suspect was subsequently arrested.

Police tolerance of abuse

From many of the section 5 cases and from interviews with arresting officers, the impression comes across very strongly that what is at issue in many of the cases in which the police are the targets of abuse or threats is the enforcement of respect for the police. Arrest is a key resource for achieving this end and section 5 a convenient vehicle because it is very difficult for anyone later to query arresting officers' judgements about whether in the circumstances at the time they were harassed, alarmed or distressed. Since the decision in the Onum case, which effectively signalled to police officers that they may be harassed, alarmed or distressed, many have taken the view that they should no longer be expected to put up with the kind of abuse that, if directed at members of the public, would justify arrest. This is clearly reflected in the results of interviews with beat officers in the present study. Two-thirds stated that they would use section 5 to make an arrest in some circumstances in which they were the targets of abuse and where there were no bystanders. And, where there were bystanders but the police were nonetheless the main target, less than 10 per cent of officers reported that they would have any qualms about making an arrest.

Police officers may not in fact be greatly alarmed by abuse, but they are affected by it in other ways. They perceive that the public expects them to do something. They also perceive that if those who subject them to abuse realise that they can get away with it, respect for the police will decline further and they will be the targets of more abuse in future.
Confronted by instances of abuse such as the following, police officers find it hard not to react:

Derby, case 34: the suspect was one of two youths walking along a street shouting and swearing at the police. He was approached and warned and became more offensive, saying: "you bastard, if you didn't wear a fucking uniform I would kick fuck out of you and rip your head off".

Kirkby, case 14: a police officer was in the process of making an arrest when he was approached by three persons behaving in a rowdy fashion. When they saw the PC one said: "let go of his arm you fucking queer". The PC warned him, but they carried on hurling abuse. For example: "he's only going to burn him - why don't you suck my cock you fucking big fat bastard?" The PC radioed for help and the youths were subsequently arrested.

In many section 5 cases in which the police are victims, the sequence of events is wary familiar and predictable. The police receive abuse, either completely gratuitously, or during the course of making stops or arrests. They react by providing one or more warnings, as required by section 5 if an arrest is to be made, which further goads the suspect and leads to his or her arrest. In interviews, the police suggested that arrest was necessary in such situations in order to make a stand against a growing tide of disrespect for the police and to show suspects where the line should be drawn. It is hard to believe that, given the apparent attitudes to the police of those involved and the circumstances of the offences, arrest does in fact serve these ends. However, it is also difficult to argue with the police point of view that they should not be expected to withstand grossly insulting and obscene language. It is unlikely that many officers would accept that the best way to deal with situations in which they were abused would be to walk away from them.
6 Proceedings and their outcome

Among the benefits of section 5 which the police commonly perceive is that it marks a case out as being more serious than, for example, an offence of drunk and disorderly. They maintain that it enables offenders to be put before the court rather than being dealt with by way of a caution or informal action. Arresting officers' views of the seriousness of cases may not always be reflected by those who have to review them. Mention has already been made, for example, of the fact that courts are not always comfortable with the notion that police officers may be alarmed or distressed by offensive conduct.

This chapter looks at the disposition of section 5 cases after arrest, up to and including sentence. Custody officers first take the decision whether to charge and, if so, with what offence. Secondly, before the case is submitted to the CPS it will be examined by police Administrative Support Units (or their equivalents). Thirdly, the case is reviewed by the CPS. They may decide to proceed on the charges as submitted, but they also have discretion to terminate proceedings if the evidence is insufficient or if they consider that it is not in the public interest to proceed, despite the sufficiency of the evidence. They may also vary the charges or accept an undertaking from the defendant to be bound over to keep the peace instead of proceeding. Lastly, where the case is heard, the court may dismiss the case or award a nominal penalty where they consider the proceedings unmeritorious.

The decision to proceed

*Mode of proceeding*

The great majority of proceedings in section 5 cases are by way of arrest and charge. Proceedings by way of summons are not precluded but they only accounted for 6 per cent of cases in which action was taken against a suspect. Under section 5(4), there is a specific power of arrest where a person engages in offensive conduct which a constable warns him to stop and where he then engages in further offensive conduct. In the typical situation in which section 5 is used, arrest is the most appropriate course. Suspects are often drunk and rowdy and order can only be restored by removing one or more of those involved. Nor are the parties generally in a reasonable enough frame of mind to make the taking of names and addresses for service of a summons practicable.

Summonses may sometimes be appropriate where, for example, offensive behaviour is reported to an officer after the event and there is no opportunity to warn the offender to desist. However, the police may be reluctant to use the section in this kind of situation because it complicates the procedure and, in particular, requires witness statements to be taken rather than allowing the eye-witness evidence of police officers to suffice. At two stations - Kirkby and Grimsby - the proportions summoned were far higher than average.
(16 and 20 per cent respectively). At the former this was related to the fact that a far higher than average proportion of offenders were juveniles. Such cases are referred for consideration to the force's juvenile bureau, and this was treated in the research as equivalent to a report for summons. At the latter, most cases reported for summons involved public urination. In the absence of any aggravating factor it was not thought necessary to arrest (and suspects' capacity to continue the offending behaviour when warned to stop was inevitably finite!)

In over 90 per cent of cases in which some action was taken against the suspect this followed arrest. Indeed, where an arrest for a section 5 offence was made, it was unusual for action of some kind not to be taken. Only 4 per cent of those arrested were released without any further action, while just 1 per cent were bailed pending further enquiries. These proportions are far lower than for offences generally: Brown (1989) found that around 12 per cent of suspects are released without further action and another 12 per cent are bailed pending police enquiries. However, the high rate of proceeding is not surprising because difficulties about the sufficiency of evidence, which are at the root of decisions to release or bail for many other kinds of offence, are less likely to arise for section 5 offences. In order that the offence may be made out, it is enough that the arresting officer reasonably suspects that particular conduct is likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress. Custody officers are not well placed to question arresting officers' assessments after the event and, unless there are obvious omissions - for example, of the requirement to issue a warning - they will decide to set proceedings in motion.

Those arrested were generally charged. In only 7 per cent of cases in which some action was taken was the suspect cautioned. There are two reasons why this figure is so low. First, well over 90 per cent of suspects in the sample were aged over 16. Home Office Circular 59/90, which sought to extend cautioning to older age groups was only distributed in mid-1990. This was probably too late for any noticeable effect to have been felt prior to the end of that year. Second, some forces appear to have had a policy of charging in section 5 cases, although they would caution for other minor public order offences. The reason for this may have been to rank section 5 and drunk and disorderly cases in terms of seriousness and allow section 5 offenders to be dealt with by the court. This was not an invariable rule, although it was particularly noticeable in the Metropolitan Police, where around two-thirds of drunk and disorderly offenders were cautioned, compared with less than 10 per cent of section 5 suspects.

Discontinuance of proceedings by the CPS

Only 4 per cent of cases were discontinued by the Crown Prosecution Service, with proceedings being terminated in 1 per cent of cases before they came to court, and in the other 3 per cent no evidence being offered at court. As outlined above, CPS decisions are arrived at following a review of the case. Proceedings may be discontinued if, in their view, there is insufficient evidence to afford a realistic prospect of conviction. Even if the evidence is sufficient, a prosecution may be discontinued if it is not in the public interest to pursue it.

---

1Nationally, proceedings begun by the police are terminated by the CPS in around 11 per cent of all cases.
The offence may be too trivial, for example, to merit prosecution. There was no evidence that the CPS were any more likely to discontinue cases in which police officers rather than members of the public were the victims of offensive behaviour. This might have been expected if the CPS had wished to mark section 5 out as aimed primarily at misconduct which alarms the public.

Court proceedings

Outcome

Two-thirds of defendants were found guilty, while nearly 10 per cent of cases were dismissed by the magistrates. The distinguishing feature of court proceedings in section 5 cases was the frequency with which defendants entered into recognisances to be of good behaviour (i.e. were bound over) without the case going to trial. Of nearly 900 defendants who appeared at court, 19 per cent agreed to a bind-over. This may represent a satisfactory resolution of relatively minor cases. It avoids the time and expense of court proceedings without suggesting - as discontinuance might - that police actions in putting the case forward for prosecution were necessarily unjustified. However, officers interviewed did not always see CPS decisions in this light. In their view, the CPS often tended to regard section 5 offences as relatively minor and not justifying the expense of proceedings. They felt that, had the defendant not agreed to a bind-over, the alternative would have been termination of proceedings. Nor was a bind-over necessarily seen as a satisfactory outcome by arresting officers. First, some cases were seen as too serious. Examples given in this report show that section 5 offences are not invariably trivial and may represent situations that are alarming for the public or the police. In some cases, the element of violence is such that the charges initially brought were under section 4 of the Public Order Act (fear or provocation of violence), only later being downgraded to section 5. Secondly, several officers considered that bind-overs were sometimes obtained without a proper evaluation of their appropriateness and, in particular, of the likelihood that the defendant would reoffend.

Sentence

Excluding those cases in which defendants were bound over, there were 620 members of the sample who were found guilty and sentenced. The usual penalty, awarded in three-quarters of cases, was a fine. Three per cent were placed on probation orders and 1 per cent were given community service orders. One-fifth of defendants received only a nominal penalty: most were given conditional discharges but 16 received an absolute discharge.

There were variations in the pattern of sentencing according to the type of case. It was far more common for those involved in incidents related to domestic disputes to be given a conditional discharge: over half of such cases were heard by the courts were dealt with in this way. There were also differences in sentencing depending on whether police or public were the victims. Despite police contentions that courts sometimes appeared reluctant to accept that police officers could be victims in section 5 cases, there was a tendency for those who aimed abuse or threats at the police to be dealt with more
severely. Three-quarters of this group received fines and less than 20 per cent conditional discharges, while of those whose misconduct was directed at members of the public, two-thirds were fined and nearly one-third given a conditional discharge. This suggests that police willingness to use section 5 in situations in which they are themselves the targets is an approach which is being backed up by the courts.
7 Conclusions

This report has examined the way in which section 5 of the Public Order Act is used in a range of police areas. It was found that the level of use varied considerably and that, while in some areas it was clear that section 5 was being employed in preference to other provisions that covered similar misconduct, elsewhere the new offence was not extensively used.

The most frequent use of section 5 was to deal with a broad spectrum of abusive or threatening behaviour in public places, although there was also some use to deal with violent or potentially violent situations. Section 5 was also sometimes called into play to deal with domestic disputes, indecency and football-related disorder. A large proportion of section 5 offences was concentrated into a relatively short period of time over the weekend, reflecting the fact that many incidents amounted to alcohol related disorder in and around entertainment centres.

There was some evidence that Afro-Caribbeans were over-represented among section 5 offenders in at least one police area (elsewhere, adequate data on ethnicity were not readily available). The kinds of incidents in which Afro-Caribbeans were involved also disproportionately involved abuse or threats directed at the police. The report suggests that one reason for this is that encounters between police and Afro-Caribbeans contain greater potential for friction and are more likely to degenerate into hostility and subsequent arrest under section 5.

An important finding was that, in a substantial minority of incidents, police officers were treated as the victims of offensive conduct - a situation that is not precluded by the legislation although it may not have been anticipated. It is for consideration whether the conduct used to justify arrest was always sufficient to alarm or distress police officers. Furthermore, in a third of cases in which members of the public were apparently viewed as victims, there were doubts about whether any real alarm was caused. Police actions in arresting for section 5 offences were not always backed up by action taken later by the Crown Prosecution Service or the courts. In around a fifth of cases forwarded to the CPS, the case did not go to a hearing and the offender agreed to a bind-over. A fifth of cases proceeding to a hearing ended with a nominal penalty for the defendant.

Is section 5 being used appropriately?

The extent to which section 5 is used in some areas and the circumstances in which arrests are made raise important questions about whether this provision of the Public Order Act is being used appropriately. Although there are minority uses of section 5 - for example, to deal with domestic arguments - very many incidents are characterised by
abusive and disorderly behaviour, often drink-related, concentrated in and around city centre entertainment areas at the weekend.

Given the preparedness of the police to use arrest as a resource to restore public order, the outcome of many encounters between the participants and the police has a certain inevitability. The requirement for a section 5 arrest that at least one warning to desist from offensive conduct be given often appears to be a factor which is instrumental in provoking further disorderly behaviour and therefore justifying an arrest. The offending party or parties are typically in no reasonable frame of mind to respond to a warning. Police intervention is more than likely viewed as a challenge to which they need to respond with counter-challenge, whether to maintain their status in the eyes of their peers or simply to demonstrate their lack of respect for the police. This continuation or escalation of disorder when the police intervene is a persistent theme running through many section 5 cases.

The basis for police intervention in these situations is sometimes that the offensive behaviour is causing alarm and distress to others in the vicinity. However, reference to the presence of passers-by sometimes has the ring of being a technical device that can be used to justify arrest where the real issue is that of maintaining respect for the police. In an important minority of cases, no reference at all is made to the public as victims and it is clear that use of section 5 is justified largely on the grounds that the police are victims.

It is arguable whether in some section 5 cases any useful purpose is served by arresting. It is for consideration whether arrest is sometimes resorted to over-readily without exploring other options. This is not to deny that, in some cases, the police have little choice but to arrest: for example, where a fight is in progress and immediate action must be taken. More frequently, the situation has not reached this stage when the police intervene.

When arrest does eventually occur, following the typical spiral of warning/abuse/arrest, it is uncertain whether the reasoning the police use to justify their action can always be sustained. First, in the circumstances in which many incidents occur there are grounds for questioning whether members of the public in the vicinity are genuinely likely to be alarmed or distressed. City centre disorder when licensed premises close at the weekend is a commonplace for many of those who resort to these areas for entertainment. Secondly, while much of the bad language and abuse directed at the police themselves may be grossly insulting, it is doubtful whether it is generally such as would be likely to cause alarm or distress except to unduly sensitive officers. Most will have frequently heard the kind of taunts and language used. Thirdly, if the underlying reason for arresting is to instil respect for the police, it is very doubtful whether this object is achieved. The attitudes of the participants to the police are likely to be deeply grounded and not to be shaken by being arrested. They may indeed be reinforced by such adversarial encounters. Often those arrested are under the influence of alcohol. It is unlikely that arrest will have any effect on future behaviour when they are next under the uninhibiting effects of drink.
The most likely outcome if the case proceeds (a small fine, a bind-over or a nominal penalty) is likely to inconvenience the offender little.

The main purpose which arrest does serve in these situations is to restore order by removing the participants from the streets. If this is the primary - and achievable - aim, there seems little justification for using section 5 as the means of realising it, involving as it does the specific requirements of issuing warnings and showing that there were persons likely to be alarmed or distressed. It is probably for this reason that, in some areas, provisions other than section 5 were used, which are designed purely to remove the source of trouble. Hence, the predilection of the police for arresting for drunk and disorderly in Merseyside and for breach of the peace in Grimsby.

Whether section 5 or other provisions are used, police actions in low-level public order situations demonstrate their preference for arrest as the means to resolve the problem. The way that public order policing in some urban centres is organised also predisposes towards confrontation and arrest when trouble arises. Officers are frequently deployed in groups of six or more in incident vans with the primary aim of responding quickly to instances of disorder. Making arrests provides a tangible measure of the impact of this strategy. Also, because the response is in force, officers deployed in this way may feel less need to tread circumspectly or seek to resolve the situation short of arrest than officers who have in the first instance to deal with disorder on their own or with a single colleague. It is very easy in these circumstances for the situation to dissolve into the typical abuse/warning/arrest spiral.

It is for consideration whether there are other courses of action the police may take which could prevent incidents developing to a stage at which arrest is deemed necessary. There are several possibilities. One is for officers to exercise greater circumspection before making the initial intervention in a disorderly situation. Unless there is a real likelihood that a member of the public will suffer alarm or distress or is actually significantly affected by the offensive behaviour, the police may do well to let the situation ride for the time being. The mere presence of a police car or van may be sufficient in itself to have a deterrent effect. Early intervention, on the other hand may inflame matters. What it is reasonable to tolerate will depend on an appraisal of the situation in the light of the surrounding circumstances.

In some situations the police will have to intervene. However, despite the temptation to take action, they should be careful about doing so where they themselves are the targets of abuse because the dangers of escalation are greatest where there is overt hostility towards the police from the start. Furthermore, once locked into an encounter in which their objective is to deal with disrespect towards them, officers may have little option but to arrest in order to maintain face if the abusive behaviour continues. Such situations need to entered into with a realistic appraisal of the prospects of achieving any more positive result than the satisfaction of having retaliated against a challenge to police authority. It is unpalatable, but true, that the police will come in for considerable abuse in the course of their duties and that the wisest course may often be to ignore it.
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Once the decision is taken to intervene, it is for consideration whether there is scope for officers to be more flexible, both in their approach to dealing with disorder and in their attitudes to the potential outcome to the encounter. Rather than defining a situation as a prospective section 5 offence from the outset and therefore entering the spiral that begins with issuing a warning, officers may do well to approach low-level disorder with the view that the situation may be resolved by methods short of arrest. This may mean simply advising the party or parties to move on or seeking assistance from friends of the offender in getting them home where they are drunk and abusive.

It is not intended to suggest that section 5 should not be used where members of the public are genuinely likely to, or actually do, suffer significant harassment, alarm or distress as a result of offensive conduct. The opposite is in fact the case. If section 5 were reserved for precisely these situations, instead of being used as a broad spectrum offence to deal with what are basically 'drunk and disorderly' situations, it would become a more efficacious provision. By being identified primarily with relatively minor instances of disorder in which the police are abused and in which the public suffer little real detriment, it may fall into disrepute. One result may be that the courts may be unwilling to mark with appropriate severity those cases in which section 5 is used, as originally intended, to deal with behaviour that genuinely alarms members of the public. There is a corollary: that in areas where section 5 is little used to deal with behaviour that alarms members of the public, it should be used more. Other public order measures - particularly drunk and disorderly - should be confined to the behaviour for which they were intended.

There is a danger that section 5 may fall into disrepute if it is used disproportionately against members of ethnic minorities. There is some tentative evidence of such disproportionate use from the present study. One reason suggested for this over-representation is that encounters between Afro-Caribbeans and the police are more likely to engender friction. Firstly, hostility towards the police may be much nearer the surface in such encounters. And, secondly, the police may be more tense in dealing with such situations, particularly where a crowd rapidly gathers, as occurred in a number of examples given in Chapter 4. In these highly charged circumstances, there is the likelihood that the spiral of abuse/warning/arrest, that is a feature of section 5 cases, will be entered more readily. The solution to this problem is little different from the solution to dealing with problematic uses of section 5 generally. In other words, there is a need before issuing a section 5 warning for greater reflection about the possible consequences in terms of escalation of the situation, about the degree of alarm or distress genuinely caused to those in the vicinity or to the police themselves, and about the benefits that an arrest would actually achieve.
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